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INTFltD.JCT" lOti 
(a)  Basic decisions 
The SpeclflcPrograrrme for theMcxiernlzatlon of. Portuguese Industry (Pedlp) 
glve_s  practical expression  to the Declaration I:¥  the European  Economic 
Comnx.mlty on the adaptation and modernization of the Portuguese economy, 
annexed to the Act of  Access I on of SpaIn and Portuga  I  to the Conm.m I ty.  In 
the  Declaration.  the  Conm.Jnlty  recognized  In particular  the  need  "to 
modernize the (Portuguese) prcxiuctlon sector and to adapt It to European 
and I nternat  I on  a I economIc rea II  t I es  ..  and sa  1  d that It  was "prepared • . • to 
a ld Portuguese undertakIngs. I:¥  lettIng them benefIt from  Its techn  I ca  I 
support  and  Its credit  Instruments". 
FoiiCJNing this Declarat  /on. work was begUn I:¥ the Colmllsslon·  s departments 
most directly concerned,  together with representatives of the Portuguese 
Government  and  from  the  economic  and social  Interests  Involved  In  the 
Industrial development of  Portugal. on decldlngwcrys and means of enabling 
Portuguese  Industry  to catch up with  the other Conm.mlty partners  and 
attain the  level of competitiveness  It needed for  1992. 
In October  1987 the COmmission drav up the general framework for a specific 
programme  for  the  modernization  of Portuguese  Industry  ,1  In  which  It 
proposed that Conm.Jnlty support should be allocated under four priority 
headings: 
Priority  1:  Faster  Improvement of basic  Industrial  Infrastructure; 
PrIor  I ty 2:  Stronger foundatIons for  bas  I c and further vocat I ona I traInIng 
for careers  In  Industry; 
Priority 3:  Flnanc(ng of productive  Investment; 
Priority 4:  Prcxiuctlvlty drives. 
At Its meetIng on 12 and 13  February  1988. the European COUnc I I adopted the 
principle  that  a  special  heading  (EOJ  50:) million  over  five  years) 
additional to the structural Funds should be entered In the budget.  These 
resources  would  supplement  the  EOJ  400 million  from  the  ERDF  and  the 
EOJ  100 million  from  the  ESF  already  allocated I:¥  the  Conrnlsslon  to 
Portugal  In  October  1987  with  a  view  to  Improving  Industrial 
compet It  tveness.  The total  Pedlpapproprlat lonwas further  supplemented~:¥ 
EIB andNIC loans amounting toEOJ  1 billion over theprograrrme·s five-year 
duration. 
1  SEC(BT)  1518. -4-
The resources to be allocated to this special bUdget heading were decided 
by the Council  In June  1988 In the Regulation on financial assistance for 
Portugal for a  specific Industrial development programme,1 of which the 
bvo principal provisions are as follows: 
(I)  I nt  rocluct I on of a  specIfIc bUdget headIng for a  f  lve..year per  I od 
( 1988-92), to whiCh EOJ  5CX)  million was allocated at the rate of 
EaJ  100 million a year (at constant prices).  These resources are 
additional  to assistance from  the structural Funds  (Article  1); 
(II)  confirmation  of  the  Pedlp's  obJective,  namely  "to  promote 
Industrial development  In Portugal",  and of the four priorities 
previously  Identified by the Conrnlsslon. 
(b)  lllf)lementatlon of the basic decl~lons 
Every year.  In accordance with Article 7 of the Regulation, the Conrnlsslon 
dravs .uP  general  guidelines for  the  Implementation of Pedlp's priorities. 
Fundamental  to Pedlp's  Implementation are the principles of partnership 
(Article 3of the Regulation), complementary functions, subsidiarity, and 
addltlonallty of resources  Introduced by  the  reform  of  the  structural 
Funds.  comp II  ance wIth the ru  I es and budgetary procedures for Comnx.m I ty 
assistance  (Art lcle 4).  compliance  with  ComnXJnlty  lav  and  policies 
(Article 5) and ComnxJnlty monitoring of the programme's  Implementation 
(Article 6). 
The  Conrnl ss ion  Is  assIsted  as  regards  lmplementat Jon  by  an  ldv  I sory 
Comml ttee. made up of represent  at  lves of the Member  States and chal  red l:1y a 
representative of the Commission  (Article 8). 
The  Commission  Is  required  to send  the Council  and Parliament  reports 
concerning  all  the  modernizat Jon  measures  lntrocJuced.  detailing  the 
expenditure Incurred and assessing their effects (Article 9).  The first 
(Interim) report has to be presented by 1  June  1990.  A final report will 
be submitted by  the end of  1993. 
This  report  Is divided Into four parts: 
(I)  a  summary of the progranmes; 
(II)  Implementation,  partnership and monitoring procedures: 
(Ill)  budgetary  Implementation: 
(lv)  assessment. 
1  Regulat  Jon  (EEC)  No  2053188 of 24 June  1988,  OJ No  L  185,  15.7  .1988. -5-
1 •  PEDI  P •  S  STFIJCTlJRE 
1.1  lrd.Jstrlal strategy: general context 
Portugal's  IndUstrial  development  strategy  bears  witness  to  powerful 
externalconstralnts.especlal/yasregardslndebtedness.hlghunemployment 
and  an  archaic,  fragmented  and  underdeveloped  IndUstrial  base.  The 
combination of these factors explains why  the exporting IndUstries have 
been chosen as the engine of Industrial development and why the IndUstrial 
strategy's success depends on the abl 1/ty to exploit as soon as possible 
the opportunities created by progressively opening up the economy to the 
outside world. 
Two  conditions IIXJSt  be met  If the  Industrial  strategy  Is  to be successful. 
First.  the  present  Industrial  base  rust  be  strengthened  and  Its 
technological content Increased just as ruch as Its trading potentIa/.  In 
Portugal's case there are  two obstacles  to be surmounted: 
( 1)  1  nclustry 1  s too conf  1  ned to the coast  a 1 areas. a sure I nell cat  I on of 
the productive  Infrastructure's  Inadequacy; 
(II)  the productive base  Is  too weak  and not  Innovative enough.  the 
result  of  too  much  past  speclallzat  ton  In  labour-Intensive 
activities. 
Second.  there must be a  shift tcwards progressive specialization In new 
lnc/ustrlal activities. both capital goods andhlgh technology.  One of the 
main  reasons  for  this  change  Is  that  Portuguese  Industry  cannot  rely 
forever on Its lew-wage cost advantage. which will gradually be eroded as 
Portuga  I  becomes  Integrated wIth the  COITIITXJn I ty economy. 
In short. Portuga I'  s  I nclustr  I a 1 development strategy  comb/ nes Investment In 
fixed  and  productive  capital.  In  Invigorating  commercial  structures. 
exploiting  pre-commercial R8Dpro)ects and schemes to  promote Investment In 
the modernization and diversification of the  Industrial base. 
These priorities are expressed  In Pec:Jip  under  four headings: 
Priority  1:  Faster  Improvement of basic  Industrial  Infrastructure; 
Priority 2:  Stronger foundatIons for basic and further vocat lonal training 
facilities for careers  In  Industry; - 6-
Prlorlqv 3: Financing of productive  Investment; 
Priori  cy  4: Product lvlzy drives. 
Priorities 3  and 4  are given preference In Pedlp and absorb nearly 90% of 
the resources  In  the add It  1  ona  I  budget headIng. 
In the case of Priorities 1 and 2. the additional budget heading Is used to 
supplement assistance from the ERDF  and the ESF. ·the Intention being.  In 
principle, to supplement these two Funds  In cases where their assistance 
criteria did not allow  them  to provide aid at the  time when  Pedlp was 
launched. 
Concrete  expression  Is  given  to  the  four  priorities  through  seven 
programmes: 
Programme  1:  Basic  and technological  Infrastructure; 
Programme 2: Vocational  training; 
Programme  3:  Incentives  to productive  Investment; 
Programme 4:  Financial  engineering; 
. Programme 5: ProdUctivity drives: 
Programme 6:  Industrial qual Icy  and design; 
Programme 7:  Publ/clzy,  Implementation  and monitoring. 
All seven programmes have been adopted and are now being Implemented. Only 
the settIng up. under Programme 4. of the ITXJtua I guarantee scheme Is stIll 
being studied by Portuguese officials. PROGRAMMES:  SUMMARY  TABLE 
(1988  I  1992) 
(ECU  million) 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1. 
PROGRAMME 
BASIC  AND  TECHNOLOGICAL 
INFRASTRUCTURE 
TOTAL  COST 
50,44 
PRIVATE 
SECTOR 
15,13 
=============================================================== 
2.  VOCATIONAL 
TRAINING  23,84 
=================================================== 
3.1  PEDIP 
FINANCIAL  INCENTIVES 
(SINPEDIP)  1.418,80 
=================================================== 
3.2  ENERGY 
EFFICIENCY  (SIURE)  64,02 
283,41 
=============================================================== 
3.3.1 RESTRUCTURING  OF 
WOOLLEN 
INDUSTRY  54,97 
=================================================== 
3.3.2  RESTRUCTURING 
OF  THE  FOUNDRY 
INDUSTRY  68,98 
=================================================== 
(!)Additional  heading 
10,11 
----------- -----------
FINANCING 
PUBLIC 
SECTOR 
81,49 
--------------
OTHER  I  COMMUNITY 
BUDGET  Ah(l) 
--------------
26,48 
1-....============= 
15,78 
~-============= 
809,40 I  244,50 
============== 
51,12 I  9 I  66 
============== 
21,31 I  17,65 
;============== 
34,98  25,50 
===================== 
I 
o-
Ill 
I PROGRAMMES:  SUMMARY  TABLE 
(1988  I  1992) 
(cont'd) 
(ECU  million) 
---------------------~-----------------------------------------
3.4. 
PROGRAMME 
SUPPORT  FOR  SPECIFIC 
SECTORS 
(PITIE/PRODIBE) 
TOTAL  COST 
30,46 
==================================================== 
4.  FINANCIAL 
ENGINEERING  76 
==================================================== 
5.  PRODUCTIVITY 
DRIVES 
=============================== 
6.  INDUSTRIAL 
QUALITY  AND 
DESIGN 
=============================== 
7.  PUBLICITY,  IMPLEMENTATION 
AND  MONITORING 
=============================== 
RESOURCES  NOT  YET  ALLOCATED 
=============================== 
GRAND  T  0  TAL 
103,20 
=================== 
41,47 
=================== 
11,18 
=================== 
=================== 
1943,36 
PRIVATE 
SECTOR 
9 
======== 
9,47 
-------- --------
======== 
396,72 
FINANCING 
PUBLIC 
SECTOR 
17,10 
154,66 
OTHER 
======= 
======= 
COMMUNITY 
BUDGET 
16,12 
============== 
33 
============= 
51,30 
====================== 
24,00 
====================== 
11,18 
====================== 
24,83 
============= 
916,81  500 
================================================================================================ 
I 
o-
tT -7-
1.2 Basic ancl teclvlologlcal  Infrastructure 
Industrial and technological development  In Portugal has for many years 
been characterized l:1y dependence on external technology.  Prime examples 
are the technical  Inadequacy of basic Infrastructure and the weakness of 
technological R8D Infrastructure. If  the country's Industrial base Is to  be 
strengthened  and  diversified,  the  excessive  reliance  on  Imported 
technologies IJKJSt  be progressively reduced. 
This need Is broadly reflected In Portugal's Industrial strategy and hence. 
In Pedlp,  In the two components of Programne  1 (Basic and technological 
Infrastructures) Which  are: 
(I)  stronger  basic Infrastructures. I .e. principally  the Improvement of 
road  and  rail  comrrunlcat Ions  and  the  exploltat  /on  of natural 
resources; 
(II)  the development of technological  Infrastructure. 
The add It  tonal budget heading contributes to the financing of the follavlng 
measures: 
(I)  support for the building of facilities for Industrial and trade 
as  soc  I at  Ions  ( exh  I b I t I on  pav  I II  ons  and IJKJ It  I -PUrpose bu  I ld  I ngs 
which can  be used for training and general  bus /ness  support); 
(II)  assistance  for  the  Improvement  of  other  basic  services  and 
utI II  tIes In part  I cuI  ar  Jy poor IY servIced areas .  In vIrtually a I I 
Industrial areas there are deficiencies In basic san/ tat/on. water 
supply,  effluent treatment  and site services which have  a  very 
negative  effect  on  competitiveness  and  severely  Impair  the 
envIronment  and even  occupat I ona I  and PJb II  c  safety. - ?a  -
PROGRAMME  1 
BASIC  AND  TECHNOLOGICAL  INFRASTRUCTURE 
(ECU  million) 
-----------------~------------------------------------------
MEASURES  YEAR  COST  FINANING 
------------------------------------------------------------
PRIVATE  PUBLIC  COMMUNITY 
SECTOR  SECTOR  BUDGET  Ah( 1) 
------------------------------------------ ------ ----------
FACILITIES  FOR 
INDUSTRIAL  AND  TRADE 
ASSOCIATIONS 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
TOTAL  1989/1992 
BASIC  SERVICES 
AND  UTILITIES 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
TOTAL  1989/1992 
T  0  T  A  L  S 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
4,37 
11,77 
9,44 
5,78 
31,36 
7,16 
1,98 
3,50 
6,44 
19,08 
11,53 
13,75 
12,94 
12,22 
1,31  0,76  2,29 
3,53  2,06  6,18 
2,83  1,65  4,96 
1,74  1,02  3,03 
9,41  5,49  16,46 
2,15  1,25  3,76 
0,59  0,35  1,04 
1,05  0,61  1,84 
1,93  1,13  3,38 
5,72  3,34  10,02 
3,46  2,01  6,05 
4,12  2,41  7,22 
3,88  2,26  6,80 
3,67  2,15  6,41 
GRAND  TOTAL  1989/1992  50,44  15,13  8,83  26,48 
=================-==========r=============  ================= 
OTHER  MEASURES  COST  PRIVATE  PUBLIC  COMMUNITY 
PROGRAMME  1,  TOTAL  670,64  44,69  276,35  349,60 
------------------------------------------~------ ----------
(1) Ah:  Additional heading 
(2) Public and quasi-public expenditures 
(3) In 1988, the ERDF financed infrastructure projects to the amount of 76,72 m ECU -8-
1.3 Vocational Training 
For  several  decades  Portugal  has  been  virtually  without  an  active 
vocational training policy. As a result. there are skills shortages.  In 
recent years there has been a vigorous reaction to this situation: short 
and medium-length  Intensive training schemes  have been set up.  Intended 
pr  I mar lly for young persons who are unemp layed or seek access to unIversIty 
education.  Action 1:¥  the Portuguese  authorities has  started to have  a 
positive  Impact  on  the  Industrial' base. 
Despite these efforts. vocational training In Portugal still suffers from 
serious deficiencies: 
(I)  training  demand  Is  characterized  &y  the  lack  of  systematic 
assessments of requirements by activity.  region.  type of firm. 
potential trainees and subject area. Firms. hcwever. are becoming 
more open to cooperat /on with training lnstltut  Ions. In part  lcular 
higher education establishments; 
(II)  training supply Is characterized by poor knovledgeof requirements 
and the  predoml  nance of "standard" traInIng  courses. RecognItIon of 
certaIn trad  It  lona I occupatIons and of  nav occupatIons which do not 
fit any existing career pattern Is also poor. These deficiencies 
have  a  significant adverse effect on exports of capital goods. 
which often require  the services of skilled professionals.  The 
Increase In supply has not been accompan led by a rIse In standards. 
There has been some overall  Improvement. hcwever.  as a  result of 
Cotmx.Jnlty  assistance  before  accession.  used  to  establish 
occupational  training centres  on  a decentralized basis. 
The  purpose of Pedlp as far as  training  Is concerned  Is  to enhance  the 
value  of  hUman  resources  In  Industry.  focusing  on  entrepreneurs  and 
executives.  senior  and  middle  technical  management  and  technical 
special lsts.  The fact that  In  1989 assistance from the ESF  was not yet 
progranme-based and that certain measures were not e'llglble for  Its - 9-
assistance explains why the additional budget heading Is used to support 
Implementation oF  three major Pedlp  Initiatives: 
Increasing ewareness oF the Importance oF basic education. engineering 
and techno  I ogy; 
- assessment  oF speciFic training schemes; 
- preparing  and  publishing  Instruction  materials  For  Pedlp  training 
measures. 
Organizations  (especially  Firms  and  trade  associations)  are  the  real 
targets of training: the measures to be carried out nr.Jst have an Impact on 
the  organization  oF  Firms  and not  just  on  the enhancement  oF workers' 
skIlls. - 9a  -
PROGRAMME  2 
VOCATIONAL  TRAINING 
(ECU  million)  ________________ [  ____________________________________________ _ 
MEASURES  COST  FINANCING 
---------------- --------------------------~---------~--------
PRIVATE  PUBLIC  EEC 
SECTOR  SECTOR  BUDG.A~ 
-------------------------------------------~---------~--------
INCREASING  AWARENESS 
TOTAL  4,59  0,46  1,03  3,10 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
3,11 
1,48 
0,31 
0,15 
0,70 
0,33 
2,10 
1,00 
================~==========================~=========F======== 
PROMOTION  OF 
INSTRUCTION  MATERIALS 
TOTAL  11,70  2,34  2,34  7,02 
1989 l  4,13  0,83  0,83  2,47 
1990  0,66  0,13  0,13  0,40 
1991  3,50  0,70  0,70  2,10 
1992  3,41  0,68  0,68  2,05 
================-==========================F=========F======== 
ASSESSMENT. 
TOTAL  7,55  1,89  5,66 
1989  2,85  -- 0,71  2,14 
1990  0,56  -- 0,14  0,42 
1991  2,03  -- 0,51  1,52 
1992  2,11  -- 0,53  1,58 
===========================================F=========F======== 
TOTAL  23,84  2,80  5,26  15,78 
1989  10,09  1,14  2,24  6,71 
1990  2,70  0,28  0,60  1,82 
1991  5,53  l  0,70  1,21  3,62 
1992  5,52  0,68  1,21  3,63 
================================  ==========F=========F======== 
OTHER  MEASURES  I  COST  PRIVATE  PUBLIC  EEC 
SECTOR  SECTOR  (ESF) 
-::::-~-::::----r-:~:~::--------~-::~::----~:~~::----~:::~::--
1 
~~~~~:::~~~:~~::::::::J:~~:~~:~~~::  __  ::r;~~:~~:: 
(1)  Ah  = Additional  heading - 10 -
1.4  Incentives to proct.Jctlve  Investment 
By  virtue  of  Its  scope  and  the  size  of  Its  budget ,the  progranme  of 
Incentives  to prodUctive  Investment  Is  the core of Pedlp. 
The programme comprises various schemes of aid to Industry and Is expected 
to have a direct Impact on the Intensity, rate and allocation of Investment 
In Portugal In the years ahead.  Its success will beprlmarllydetermlnedby 
the support  It receives  from entrepreneurs. 
It Is estimated that more than two thirds of the resources provided under 
the spec  I a I  budget headIng wIll be channe /led to fIrms through Progranme 3 
alone. 
The  objective  Is  to support  the  Implementation by  Industrial  firms of 
Investment  projects  aimed  at  modernization,  rationalization  and 
technological lnnovat /on. /nit /ally. act lvlt  Jes arehorlzontal In  scope and 
give priority to: 
Industry-oriented  research,  Including  the  adaptation  and  local 
development of technologies: 
- measures  to  Install  and  expand productive capacity,  to  convert  or  •  diversify production and to modernize plant and equipment: 
Investments  In quality management: 
- measures  to protect  the  environment  and  Improve  health  and  safety 
conditions at work: 
- energy saving  In  Industrial production. 
The  above  measures  are supplemented by  assistance  In  certain  sectors. 
covering: 
- restructuring measures  In a  limited number of struggling tradl  t lonal 
Industries: 
- measures  aimed at the development of certain modern  Industries with 
considerable growth potential. - 11  -
The assistance granted under Progranrne  3 Is In the 'form o'f outright grants. 
Rates o'f Intensity 'for each project. defined as the ratio o'f the grant to 
eligible expenditure.  vary according to: 
the proposed policy object lve; 
- the characteristics o'f  the project: 
the geograph  I ca  I  area; 
the  Industry concerned; 
the age o'f the  Industrial plant. 
Progranrne  3  Is divided Into 'four  subprogranmes: 
- 'financial  Incentives  (Sinpedlp); 
- energy e'f'flclency (Siure); 
- support 'for  Industrial  restructurt.ng or modernization; 
- support 'for specific  Industries. 
There are three reasons for this structure: (I) clarity- the criteria can 
be determined 'for granting assistance geared  to specific  subprogramme 
objectives; (I I)  Pedlphas absorbed previous national programmes, designed 
on  the  same  lines  and  pursuing  similar  objectives,  e.g.  the  energy 
efficiency scheme (Siure) and the woollen Industry restructuring plan; and 
(Ill) to Implement measures required under national strategic progranrnes 
but  not  covered  l:1y  their  resources,  e.g.  the  Integrated  Information 
Technology and Electronics Programme (Pitle) and the  Development Programme 
'for Capital GocxJs  Industries  (Prod/be). 
1.4.1  Financial  Incentives  (Sinpedlp) 
The object o'f Slnpedlp Is to assist certain types o'f  Investment project 
contributing to Innovation,  rationalization and modernization  In firms. 
especially with regard to  technology. - 12  -
Measures 
(I)  Investment  In  the purchase and development  o'f  technology 
Financing the  development o'f nav products or  manu'facturlng  processes and 
the  pre-competitive  stage  o'f  the  construction  o'f  proto~pes or  o'f 
pre.prodUctlon models. 
The categories o'f project eligible are: 
(a)  research  and technological  development; 
(b)  nav  products  and  manu'facturlng  processes,  Including  the 
construction o'f  proto~pes and experimental plant: 
(c)  technologically advanced prodUcts or processes: 
(d)  the manu'facture o'f pre-production models and the construction o'f 
pilot plants. 
(II)  Investment  In  Innovation and modernization 
Spec l'f  I ca  I ly,  I nves  tmen t  projects  oF  cons I der  ab  I e  techno  I og  I ca  I 
potential  and  projects  'for  the  modernization,  Innovation  and 
rationalization  o'f  'firms  Involving  the  IntrodUction  o'f  advanced 
techno  I ogy  and  Improved product I vI~. 
The categories o'f project eligible are: 
(a)  Investment with considerable  technological  patent/a/; 
(b)  Investment  In modernization/Innovation; 
(c)  Investment  In modernization/rationalization. 
(Ill)  Investment  In quality management  and environmental protection 
The 'fInancIng o'f Investment projects reI  at  I ng to IndustrIa  I qua  II~  and 
desIgn,  the  protect  I on  oF  the  envIronment  or  the  reduct  I on  o'f 
occupational health and  saFe~ hazards at the workplace. 
The  categories  o'f project eligible are: 
(a)  laboratory quality-control or metrology equipment; 
(b)  Introduction  and development  oF  quality-management  SYStems; - 13  -
(c)  product cert  l'flcat  /on and thecal/brat/on o'f  measuring Instruments 
abroad: 
(d)  the purchase o'f workplace health and sa'fety equipment: 
(e)  the purchase o'f environmental protection equipment. 
(lv)  Specl'flc  Investment  In capital equipment 
This measure 'finances  the replacement  and upgrading o'f equipment  In 
cases  not  covered  by  other  programmes  and  not  requiring detailed 
preliminary studies. 
nvo categories of project are eligible: 
(a)  the purchase o'f equipment  to  Improve productivity: 
(b)  the purchase of  equipment to Improve health and sa'fety. product and 
process quality and environmental  protection. 
ComPatlblllgv with the Regional  Incentives Scheme  (SIBR) 
The Regional Incentives Scheme, or SIBR, approved In January 1988uncler the 
national programmeofComnx.mlty Interest financed by theERDF. complements 
Slnped/p. 
To ensure that  these  two  schemes  are complementary.  It has been decided 
that Slnpedlp will be targeted at  Industry and,  except  In well-<le'flned 
except  I ona I  cases.  w I II cover  the most  deve I oped areas of the country 
around Lisbon  and along the coast.  I.e.  areas  1  and 2  (see attached). 
The  rest o'f Portugal will be covered by assistance from  the SIBR. 
Slnpedlp grants cover 20%  to 70% of eligible expenditure, depending on a 
project·  s technological character  1st  lcs. By contrast. SIBR assistance can 
be as lrX.Jch  as 75%  of the  Investment cost. 
1.4.2 Energy e'fflclency (Siure) 
S I ure Is a scheme o'f IncentIves to promote energy effIcIency. author  I zed by 
the Conrnlsslon as a national aid scheme (Decision of 20 January 1988 under 
ArtIcles 92 and 93 of the EEC  Treaty).  whIch  Is current  Jy  In 'force. - 13a  -
SUBPROGRAMME  3.1 
PEDIP  FINANCIAL  INCENTIVES  CSINPEDIP) 
---------------------
MEASU RES  COST 
---------------------
---------------------
1.TEC  HNOLOGY 
TOTAL  70,94 
1988  10,60 
1989  16,39 
1990  14,81 
1991  14,57 
1992  14,57 
=====================  ----- -----
OVATIONL  2.  INN 
MO DERNIZATION 
TOTAL  1205,77 
1988  198,89 
1989  340,04 
1990  180,22 
1991  243,31 
1992  243,31 
=====================  ----- -----
ALITYL  3.  QU 
ENV IRONMENT 
TOTAL  63,41 
1988  3,07 
1989  16,39 
1990  14,81 
1991  14,57 
1992  14,57 
=====================  ----- -----
4.  PLANT  AND  EQUIPMENT 
TOTAL  78,68 
1988  1,20 
1989  21,04 
1990  19,00 
1991  18,72 
1992  18,72 
===== ===================== 
T  0  T  A  L  1418,80 
1988  213,76 
1989  393,86 
1990  228,84 
1991  291,17 
1992  291,17 
(Ecu million) 
~-----------------------------------
FINANCING 
1-------- ------ -------r-------------
PRIVATE  PUBLIC  OTHER  EEC 
SECTOR  SECTOR  BUDG.  Ah(1) 
1-------- ------ ------- ------------
14,18  6,62  30,28  19,86 
2,12  0,40  6,89  1,19 
3,28  1,69  6,35  5,07 
2,96  1,53  5,74  4,58 
2,91  1,50  5,65  4,51 
2,91  1,50  5,65  4,51 
~=======  ======== ------- !=============  -------
240,83  63,54  710,79  190,61 
39,42  11,70  112,69  35,08 
68,06  17,52  201,90  52,56 
36,05  9,29  107,00  27,88 
48,70  12,50  144,60  37,51 
48,60  12,53  144,60  37,58 
~========  !======== ========  ~============ 
12,67  6,45  24,93  19,36 
0,61  0,23  1,54  0,69 
3,28  1,69  6,35  5,07 
2,96  1,53  5,74  4,58 
2,91  1,50  5,65  4,51 
2,91  1,50  5,65  4,51 
========  ======= ------- !=============  -------
15,73  4,88  43,40  14,67 
0,24  0,04  0,78  0,14 
4,21  1,31  11,57  3,95 
3,80  1,19  10,45  3,56 
3,74  1,17  10,30  3,51 
3,74  1,17  10,30  3,51 
========= ======= ========  ============= 
283,41  81,49  809,40  244,50 
42,39  12,37  121,90  37,10 
78,83  22,21  226,17  66,65 
45,77  13,54  128,93  40,60 
58,26  16,67  166,20  50,04 
58,16  16,70  166,20  50,11 
===--======-------=--------=-----===---------------======  ----- -----
(1) Ah:  Additional heading - 14  -
Ped/p SUbprogranme 3.2 provides for Slure to be part-financed from  the 
Pedlp budget without modification of the scheme. 
s I ure Is th.Js  f I nancecJ from two sources:  1  t s  cwn  budget •  and the spec  I a I 
headIng for Ped  I p  In  the Conm.Jn I ty bUdget . 
The object of the scheme  Is to promote energy saving  In  Industrial firms. 
The part  leu  I ar goa Is can be sunvnarl zed as follcws: 
(a)  to  promote  energy  effIcIency  (management.  conservatIon  and 
diversification of SUAPIY); 
(b)  todecentrallzeenergyproduct  I on (renevableresources. energy  from 
waste.  combined production of heat  and power); 
(c)  to st  IIIX.IIate R8D  on nev forms of energy product  Jon  and use,  and 
as  soc  I a ted  techno  I og  1  es.  Inc I ud  1  ng  the  manufacture  of  energy 
equipment. 
Projects eligible for  the aid scheme  are of three types: 
(I)  Investment projects In the conservat /on and saving of energy and 
fuel.  Including changes  to production processes  and equipment. 
whose  purpose  Is  to reduce specific consumption or energy costs; 
(II)  Investment projects concerning the product /on of energy and fuel. 
renevab le resources. energy from waste or t:1y-Products. or comb I ned 
heat  and power  techno  I ogy; 
(Ill)  Investment projects relating to the substitution of other sources 
of primary .energy for the burning of oil products. 
Pedlp  assistance cannot  be combined with ass/stance granted under  the 
COmmunity's Valoren  programme. - 14a  -
SUBPROGRAMME  3.2 
ENERGY  EFFICIENCY  (SIURE) 
(ECU  million) 
------------~----------~---------------------------------
MEASURE s  COST  FINANCING 
----------------------- ----------~---------~-------------
PUBLIC  OTHER  EEC 
SECTOR  BUDGET  Ah(1) 
------------r---------- ~-------------------~-------------
1.  co  NSERVATION 
TOTAL  23,42  1,29  18,26  3,87 
1989  4,90  0,27  3,82  0,81 
1990  5,26  0,29  4,10  0,87 
1991  8,00  0,44  6,24  1,32 
1992  5,26  0,29  4,10  0,87 
============ !=========== !========== F========== ==============  ----- -----
2.  PR  ODUCTION 
TOTAL  23,42  1,29  18,26  3,87 
1989  4,90  0,27  3,82  0,81 
1990  5,26  0,29  4,10  0,87 
1991  8,00  0,44  6,24  1,32 
1992  5,26  0,29  4,10  0,87 
===== ============ F=========== ========== F========== ============== 
3.  su  BSTITUTION 
TOTAL  17,18  0,66  14,60  1,92 
1989  3,60  0,14  3,06  0,40 
1990  3,86  0,15  3,28  0,43 
1991  5,86  0,22  4,98  0,66 
1992  3,86  0,15  3,28  0,43 
===== ============ r=========== ========== ========== ============== 
T  0  T  A  L  64,02  3,24  51,12  9,66 
1989  13,40  0,68  10,70  2,02 
1990  14,38  0,73  11,48  2,17 
1991  21,86  1,10  17,46  3,30 
1992  14,38  0,73  11,48  2,17 
===== =======================k========= ======================== 
(1)  Ah  =Additional  heading - 15  -
1.4.3 Aid for  IndUstrial  restructuring or modernization 
Pedlp Is part of a general strategy that reflects the priority given 1:¥ the 
Comni.Jnlty to the establishment of a favourable environment for IndUstrial 
development. 
In Its deflnlt  lve structure, hovever, Pedlprust. since It Is an Integrated 
prograrme,  take account of sectoral measures already  In progress.  SUch 
measures  have  Indeed  been  Incorporated,  under  separate  arrangements, 
resulting essentially In restructuring plans for the woollen Industry and 
metal manufacture. 
(I) Restructuring progriJIItfll8 for the woollen  lnct.Jstry 
The woollen IndUstry Is currently the fourth largest branch of Portugal's 
textile and clothing Industry:  It accounts for  12%  of total production, 
emple1,1s  some 25 (X)O workers and Is almost entirely located In north-east 
Portugal  (Inland Berla). 
The Industry pl2fYS a pivotal role between the various parts of the textiles 
and clothing sector. especially as a supplier to manufacturers of knitted 
and woven garments, which make an  Important contribUtion to the sector's 
total exports.  It also accounts for a?% of economic activity In  Inland 
Belra. 
The Industry deve I oped on the bas Is of I av-cos  t  equIpment ,  rew mater  I a Is  , 
energy and labour, which resulted In lav Investment and a plethora of small 
f lrmswlth Inadequate operat tonal structures. Lack of  capital prevented the 
cost-structure adjustments needed to keep up wIth the changes In product  ton 
conditions. 
Most  fIrms  In  the  Industry  are  In  sharp  ty  worsenIng  f  I nanc  I a I  and 
technological straits, and  lack ski I led  labour and management capacity; 
they cannot  recover without outside help. 
Despl te cons lderable structural difficult  les, which became apparent In the 
TWOs,  no specific aid scheme has been  Introduced for Portugal's textiles 
and clothing sector,  or for  Its woollen  Industry  In particular. 
The  purpose  of  this  programme  Is  to  Increase  the  Industry's 
competitiveness,  modernize  Its  structures,  Improve  the quality of  Its 
production, strengthen Its technological capacity and upgrade the skills of 
both workforce  and management. - 16  -
Measures 
The  scheme provIdes grants 'for: 
the restructuring o'f 'firms; 
Investment  In  the modernIzatIon o'f pi  ant and eQUIpment; 
technical  assistance 'for rationalization.  emplo,vee  training. market 
research. the deve I opment o'f neN products and processes. energy savIng. 
etc.; 
- part-'f  lnanclng 'for-the salaries o'f execut lveswlth ahlgher-educat  Jon or 
equivalent  quall'flcatlon  In  textiles.  mechanical  or  chemical 
engIneerIng.  bus  I ness organIzatIon.  management  or economIcs.  In  the 
context o'f a  restructuring proJect. 
On  these  considerations.  the Commission  authorized the programme  as  a 
nat  I on  a I aId scheme (DecIsIon o'f ZT .JvJr I I  1988 under ArtIcles 92 and 93 o'f 
the  EEC  Treaty).  at  the  same  time  providing.  at  the  request  o'f  the 
Portuguese authorities. 'for  the possibility o'f part-'flnanclng under Pedlp. - 16a  -
SUBPROGRAMME  3.3.1 
RESTRUCTURING  OF  THE  WOOLLEN  INDUSTRY 
(ECU  million) 
------------- ---------------------------------------
YEAR  'l'OTAL  COST  FINANCING 
------------- -------- ----------------------
PRIVATE  PUBLIC  OTHER  COMMUNITY 
SECTOR  SECTOR  BUDGET  Ah{l) 
------------- --------- ------- --------------
1988  30,11  3,38  1,97  7,11  17,65 
1989  16,59  4,51  2,62  9,46 
1990  8,27  2,22  1,31  4,74 
------------- ------- --------------
TOTAL  54,97  10,11  5,90  21,31  17,65 
------------- ----------------------
( 1  )A  h.:  Additional heading - 17  -
( 11) Restructur  1  ng a£ the 'foondry  1  nc:Aistry 
The object Is to restructure the foondry Industry with a vi  eN to Increasing 
competitiveness I:¥ reducing costs,  Improving quality, and strengthening 
techno log  I ca  I  and management  capacIty. 
The  main features of the foundry  Industry  In Portugal  are the regional 
concentration of firms  and their small  size.  Annual  out/XIt  (1987)  was 
120 cx:x>  t, of which 8J% was prOduced t:Jy  the ferrous metals sector.  The 
latter exports nearly 45% of Its production, but the non-ferrous sector 
only  251  (most  ferrous  exports  come  from  three  plants  manufacturing 
malleable cast Iron). Ferrous product  ton Increased t:Jy 31S between 1985 and 
1987,  non-ferrous t:Jy  55%. 
The  Industry has a workforce of about 8  c:x::IO,  22% of whom are aged 50 or 
over, and 751 of  whom are unskilled; 8J% of the total workforce Is directly 
empl  ayed  In product  I on. 
Rav materials and electricity are the two  largest cost components. Plant 
and  machinery  Is  generally old - 26'%  Is  over  20  years  old and  7%  of 
machinery  ~rust be regarded as obsolete. 
Productivity  Is  about  one  third of the ComtrXJnlty  average,  partly as  a 
result of the  low  level of mechanization,  especially at the casting stage. 
The  objectives are: 
- reduce production costs and  losses; 
maximize capacity utilization; 
- reduce specific energy consumption; 
Improve financial  Indicators; 
- step up training; 
- adopt  a  more aggressive marketing strategy; 
Increase productivity,  In particular l:ly  Improving working conditions; 
Implement  environmental  protection measures. - 18  -
The means  of achieving these obJectives can  be classified as follavs: 
(I)  specific measures 
(a)  structural measures 
product lve  Investment:  outside consultants  for  dra~~lng up 
restructuring plans:  modernization/rationalization/Innovation 
plans:  quality management  and  environmental  protection or 
health and safety plans: energy efficiency proJects: 
technological  assistance and tighter management:  technical 
assistance,  licences,  etc., familiarizing staff with techniques 
and  techno  I og  I es  I nt  roc:luced under restructurIng pI  ans ,  sa  I arIes 
of technical management  recruited for an  Indefinite period: 
financing:  Interest subsidies on borravlngs to Improve cash 
flav: 
(b)  Infrastructure measures 
technical assistance, training  and  market lngmeasures on a sectoral 
scale,  submitted l:1y  existing bodies  and unconnected with other 
measures; 
(c)  other (no .,Inane/a/ contribUtion under  the  progrt~~m~e) 
consolidation o.,  social  security debts:  tax relle.,s and exemptions: 
(II)  complementary measures 
for restructuring projects, preferential access  to other Pedlp 
programmes.(not Slnpedlpor Slure): comblnedappllcatlons/:1y firms, 
guaranteed receipt of aid,  max/IJX.Jm  rate o.,  assistance: 
(Ill)  social measures 
In connect lonwlthMinlstry of  Emp/Ciy'ment alternat  lve Job creat  ton 
measures,  grants .,or fl  rms  takIng on workers made  redundant  l:1y 
restructuring  In  the  Industry. - 18a  -
SUBPROGRAMME  3.3.2 
RESTRUCTURING  OF  THE  FOUNDRY  INDUSTRY 
(ECU  million) 
-----------------------~--------------------------------------
MEASURES  COST  PIRANCING 
-----------------------~------------------- ------------------
PUBLIC  OTHER  COMMUNITY 
SECTOR  BUDGET  ~)  ----------------------- ~------------------- ------- ~----------
STRUCTURES 
TOTAL  68,82  8,46  34,98  25,38 
' 
1990  22,75  2,78  11,63  8,34 
1991  22,95  2,83  11,63  8,49 
1992  23,12  2,85  11,72  8,55 
:INFRASTRUCTURE 
TOTAL  0,16  0,04  -o, oo  0,12 
1990  0,04  0,01  0,00  0,03 
1991  0,06  0,015  o,oo  0,045 
1992  0,06  0,015  0,00  0,045 
T  0  T  A  L  68,98  8,50  34,98  25,50 
1990  22,79  2,79  11,63  8,37 
1991  23,01  I 
2,85  11,63  8,54 
1992  23,18 
! 
2,87  11,72  8,60 
( 1) Ah = Additional heading - 19  -
1.4.4  SUpport  ~or specl~lc Industries 
Portuguese Industry Is under-represented In sectors that are regarded as 
strategically  Important  ~or competitive specialization.  In particular: 
Information  technology;  and 
- capital goods.  , 
Those  two areas account for only  1~  of gross value added In Portugal's 
manufacturing  Industry.  ' 
Moreover. they exhibit structural weaknesses In technological capacity and 
workforce skills. 
They nevertheless have potential for development  In the years ahead.  and 
aggressive expansion strategies are needed. 
The aim of _subprogramrne 3.4 Is to provide the specific er::lc:Jitlonal support 
necessary for Implement lng two strategic Industrial pollcyprogramrnesdrEJIIn 
up by the Portuguese Government: 
' 
- the  Integrated  lnformat  I on  technology and electronics programme (Pit/e); 
the development  programrne  ~or capital gocxls  IndUstries  (Prod/be). 
These strategic  programmes are Implemented chiefly through two other types 
of Instrument:  · 
(1)  Preferential support  ~or Pltle and Prod/be projects under Pedlp 
operational programmes.  Under special rules. Pltle and Prod/be 
projects are granted preferential treatment In the form of higher 
or max1111.1m  rates of assistance. guaranteed support up to certain 
ceilings and permission  to submit  combined applications; -20-
(2)  Other regional deVelopment operational programmes.  In particular the 
S IBR reg/  ona  I  I ncent  lves scheme and theConm.m  I ty  support Instruments. 
especially In  the scientific and technological field. 
(I)  Additional support under the Integrated Information tec:hnoiO(N and 
electronics programme (Pitle) 
Information  technology  (IT).  embracing  the  software  and  Information 
Industries. and electronics-based products pllft¥ a major role In developing 
economIc  c;ompet 1  t /veness  1  n  1  ndustry.  servIces and marketIng. 
In Industry.  IT Is Involved In the technological upgrading of  products and 
manufacturing processes  and  In  the computer.lzatlon of management  tools. 
In services.  Information  technolorN  Is used to automate 1!1:/mlnlstratlve 
operations. 
In marketing.  IT applications facilitate relations between producers and 
consumers. 
Four  schemes  are pI  an  ned. 
A.  Evaluat/Oil of hJman  resources  and training 
The  aIm  Is  to match  the manpcwer  skIlls and resources  to  the  needs of 
Industry by  Influencing training structures. - 21  -
B.  ln£onnatlon Technolot;H and Electronics Pr01110tlon  Of·nce (Gatle) 
The  task of the  Information Technology and Electronics Promotion Office 
(Gat/e) Is to boost the development of the IT and electronics Industry and 
market  In Portugal  In accordance with the Plt'ie strategy. 
Gat le  Is a  stand  I ng edv  I sory lxxJy. 
It Is to be  launched with four projects: 
Project  1:  Strategic  surv~ of markets.  technologies  and  regulatory 
provisions 
The  aim  Is to observe national  and  International  trends  In 
markets. technologies and legislation with a vleN to carrying 
out studies prior to launching Integrated  management. CAD-C6M. 
automation and microelectronics programmes; 
Project 2:  Support for the development of the domestic IT andelectronlcs 
Industry and Its prcx:lucts 
This  project  seeks  to  vitalize  the  Industry  as  regards 
products.  processes.  management  and  I ntersectora  I  I ntegrat.  I on; 
Project 3:  International  cooperation 
Gat leIs furtht{Jrlng Portugal's part  lclpat  Jon In lnternat  lona/ 
projects andConm.mlty sChemes aimed at stepping  up technology 
transfer In Europe and fosterIng the I nternat  lona I exchange of 
technology and experience; 
Project 4:  Support for the use of Information technology and stltWiatlon 
of.the  IT  market;  Integration  of  IT  systems  In  services. 
Industry.  commerce  and agriculture. -22-
I 
c. SoFtware  lrdJstry 
The development  strategy  In  this area  Is based on: 
training 'for persons educated to secondary  level or above to satisfy 
emp I (;¥ers •  needs; 
- development  o'f R&D  centres; 
- development  o'f so'fovare houses; 
Incentives toencouragema)or International 'firms to set  up subsidiaries 
In Portugal  developing so'fovare 'for operational systems; 
- wider  use  o'f  computer  technology  through  schedUled  contracts with 
domestic prodUction entitles; 
- helping  businesses  to  move  Into  the  European  market  with priority 
su~rt 'for  )oint ventures. 
D.  llffonnatlon  lrdJstry 
Portugal's  Information  Industry  Is  to be developed through: 
training In ln'format /on science at postgraduate and higher and secondary 
educat  I on  I eve  I ; 
- promotIng  R&D  act lv It  les  by  settIng up  IIXJ It  ld  I scI  p/1  nary  teams  o'f 
suitable size; 
- support lng  the  establishment  In  Portugal  o'f  one  or  more  database 
development  and operation centres: 
- su~rtlng the  Industry's  commercial  Integration  Into  the  European 
Information market with priority support 'for )oint ventures. - 22a  -
SUBPROGRAMME  3.4.1 
INTEGRATED  INFORMATION  TECHNOLOGY  AND 
ELECTRONICS  PROGRAMME  CPITIEl 
(Ecu million) 
----------------1[-------------------------------------------- MEASURES  COST  FINANCING 
---------------- --------------------~-----------------------
PRIVATE  PUBLIC  COMMUNITY 
SECTOR  SECTOR  BUDGET  Ah( I) 
--------------------------------------~---------~-------------
A.  HOMAN  RESOURCES 
AND  '!'RAINING 
1989  0,06  -- 0,02  0,04 
1990  0,76  -- 0,19  0,57 
1991  0,41  -- 0,10  0,31 
1992  0,41  -- 0,10  0,31 
'l'OTAL  1,64  -- 0,41  1,23 
' 
B.  GA'l'IE 
1989  0,28  -- 0,07  0,21 
1990  0,47  -- 0,12  0,35 
1991  0,58  -- 0,15  0,43 
1992  0,47  -- 0,.12  0,35 
TO'l'AL  1,80  -- 0,46  1,34 
c.  SOFTWARE 
INDUSTRY 
1989  0,82  0,39  0,11  0,32 
1990  2,34  1,09  0,31  0,94 
1991  2,85  1,28  0,39  1,18 
1992  2,85  1,28  0,39  1,18 
'l'OTAL  8,86  4,04  1,20  3,62 
D.  INFORMATION 
INDUSTRY 
1989  0,43  0,16  0,07  0,20 
1990  3,34  1,29  0,51  1,54 
1991  4,38  1,60  0,70  2,08 
1992  3,50  1,19  0,57  1,74 
TO'l'AL  11,65  4,24  1,85  5,56 
=================F=========J==========F======================= 
T  0  TAL  23,95  8,28  3,92  11,75 
===========================-===================~============== 
(I) Ah:  Additional heading - 23-
(II) DeveiO{JIIlent  progr8/lm8 'for capital goods  ltd.Jstrles (Prod/be) 
Prodlbe'sgeneral objective Is to lmprovePortugal 's  technological capacity 
by both expanding and upgrading Its capital goods  IndUstries. 
The strategy adopted Is to encourage I nnovat lve Investment In the capt ta  I 
goods  IndUstries 'for producing new  capital goods or upgrading existing 
production. with theback-upo'f sectoral measures to Increase technological 
assistance and  ln'formatlon resources  (technology,  vocational  training, 
qua II  ty.  organIzatIon and management) . 
The programme covers  the 'follovlng activities: 
A. Publicizing the CJ{JIJC)rtunltles 'for tnarKI'facturlng ns11 capital goods 
Prod/be's main aim  Is to Introduce the manu'facture of new capital goods 
Into Portugal.  This campaign by the Ministry o'f Industry and Energy (MIE) 
supports  that  strategy  by  publicizing  the  specl'flc  development 
opportunities  In  the area. 
Existing producers and potential 'foreign Investors are being targeted In 
order to encourage  them  to set up  joint ventures. 
B.  C8/rf;Jalgn  to  lltfY'ove the  Image  oF the capital goods  ltd.Jstrles 
The aim of this measure Is to devise and condUct a campaign to Improve the 
Image o'f Portuga I·  s cap/ ta  I goods I ndustr  les. fIrst de  term/  n I ng the target 
markets  and the resources  to be used. 
Specialized firms  for carrying out  the campaign  have  been  selected by 
competition. 
Two  mobile units  have  been  set  up for  the  purpose of promoting,  both 
natIonally  and  abroad.  techno I og  I ca lly  advanced  equIpment  a I ready 
manufactured In Portugal. publicizing and promoting prototypes that could 
be put  Into production  In Portugal  and organizing specialized training 
schemes  In firms. -24-
c. Frsnlng a  vocational  training policy 
The aim here Is to stlnvlate the supply of training  1:/y dra¥1ng up a list of 
the training needs of the capital  goods  Industries  (courses,  number of 
potential  trainees,  training  areas  to  be  covered  and  geographical 
distribution). 
D.  Of'flce 'for PrOIIK)t/ng the ProcAJctlon o'f capital Goods  (Gape) 
The aim of the Office Is to steer and stlnvlate the necessary activities 
for  Implement lng the Prod/be strategy. 
Gape's  tasks  are to: 
- provide  Information  on  Prod/be  and  assist  firms  In  dra¥/ng  up 
appllcat  Ions; 
- carry out  the activities planned  In Prod/be and take part  In stUdies 
that do  not  form part of the programme; 
- monitor progress  and evaluate results. 
Gape Is composed of an ldvlsory Committee (whose members are appointed 1:/y 
the Ministry of Industry and Energy)  and a  technical  team (three or four 
highly qualified professionals). 
E.  Prototype development 
The aim of this action  Is to help  launch prototype development projects 
mounted, In conjunct  Jon with technological research centres. 1:/y commercial 
firms engaged  In  Importing or exporting capital goods. 
F.  Preparation and use of manufacturing specifications 
This  scheme  will  finance  the  preparation  of  compltf'te  manufacturing 
specifications, with descriptions  and dra¥/ngs of parts,  to define and 
optimize goods already In production and the manufacturing processes and 
techno I og  I es used. - 24a  -
SUBPROGRAMME  3.4.2 
DEVELOPMENT  PROGRAMME  FOR  CAPITAL  GOODS  INDUSTRIES  CPRODIBE) 
(ECU  million) 
--------------------------------------------------------------
MEASURES  COST  FINANCING 
--------------------------------------------------------------
PRIVATE  PUBLIC  EEC 
SECTOR  SECTOR  BUDG.Ah ( 1) 
--------------------------------------------------------------
A.  PUBLICIZING 
OPPORTUNITIES 
1989  0,20  -- 0,05  0,15 
1990  0,60  -- 0,15  0,45 
1991  -- -- -- --
1992  -- -- -- --
TOTAL  0,80  -- 0,20  0,60 
B.  IMAGE  PROMOTION 
1989  0,16  -- 0,04  0,12 
1990  0,85  -- 0,21  0,64 
1991  0,12  -- 0,03  0,09 
1992  0,12  -- 0,03  0,09 
TOTAL  1,25  -- 0,31  0,94 
c.  VOCATIONAL 
TRAINING 
1989  0,10  -- 0,03  0,07 
1990  0,20  -- 0,05  0,15 
1991  -- -- -- --
1992  -- -- -- --
TOTAL  0,30  -- 0,08  0,22 
D.  GAPE 
1989  0,20  -- 0,05  0,15 
1990  0,50  -- 0,12  0,38 
1991  0,50  -- 0,12  0,38 
1992  0,50  -- 0,12  0,38 
TOTAL  1,70  -- o, 41  1,29 
E.  PROTOTYPES 
1989  -- -- -- --
1990  0,41  0,12  0,07  0,22 
1991  0,41  0,12  0,07  0,22 
1992  0,41  0,12  0,07  0,22 
TOTAL  1,23  0,36  0,21  0,66  . 
F.  MANUFACTURING 
SPECIFICATIONS 
1989  -- - -- -- --
1990  0,41  0,12  0,07  0,22 
1991  0,41  0,12  0,07  0,22 
1992  0,41  0,12  0,07  0,22 
TOTAL  1,23  0,36  0,21  0,66 
=================][======================== ========]========== 
T  0  T  A  L  6, 51  0, 72  1,42  4,37 
=================--=============~==========  ========-========== 
(1) Additional heading' -25-
1.5  Financial engineering 
ThIs  programme  was  cJev I sed  In  order  to  open  up  access  to  the  Ped  I p 
f I nanc  I a I  I ncent  lves  scheme  (S  I ,:,peel  I p)  for  fIrms  wh I ell.  a I thoUgh  vIable. 
WO<!Id  otherwise  have  been  disqualified  because  of  temporary  cash-'flav 
problems or their  Inadequate financial structure. 
The  aIms of the programme  are to: 
1.  Finance  Investment  projects.  alongside  companies'  capital  and  reserves 
and any grants- they receive,  on more advantageous  terms; 
2.  Put  back  on  a  sound footing businesses  that  are economically viable but 
suffer from serIous f I nanc  I a I  hand  I caps; 
3.  InJect  capital  Into firms  so  that  they  can qualifY for  assistance under 
Slnpedlp; 
4.  Set up a  guarantee system facilitating access  for smal I  and medium-s/zed 
businesses  to the banking operations  Involved  In  International  trade; 
5.  Set  up  /JlJtual  guarantee  companies  to  facl II  tate  access  to  credit  for 
SMEs. 
The  measures  to  be  carried out will  supplement  and catalyse  the  Incentive 
schemes  already  In  existence  or  set  up  under  Ped/p;  they  are  targeted 
chiefly  on  small  and  medium-sized  businesses  and  are  coordinated  with 
activities  In  the banking sector.  In order to  Identify and make  the most of 
possible synergies. 
A.  Investment 'financing (Guarantee Fund) 
This  action  should  be  regarded  as  an  essential  concomitant  to  the  aid 
scheme  to be set up under Pedlp Programme  3. 
"Fundos  conslgnadosN  (participation  securities.  Issued  as  debt 
certificates) are a  special  means  of financing specific  Investments whereby 
the  return  that  holders  receive  depends  on  the  results  of  the  Investment 
(or exceptionally,  the results of the business). -26-
Investment projects are  therefore financed  In  the follovlng manner: 
Investment  projects  Involving normal  risk exposure  are  financed  through 
the banking system.  and  In particular  loans  'from  the EIB: 
- Projects  Involving  greater  risk  exposure  are  'financed  by  ·'fundos 
conslgnados·  Issued by  venture capital  companies  (either private or set 
up under  scheme  B)  and underwritten o/ lapmel. 
The Guarantee Fund set up under Programme  4  provIdes  the necessary securIty 
for  ·'funclos  conslgnados"  Issued  In order to 'finance high-fisk projects. 
B.  Financial  restructuring  and  lrd.Jstrlal  development:  Creation  o'f  two 
venture capital  companies 
The  Portuguese  Government  has  assIsted  In  the  settIng-up  of  two  venture 
capital  companies  (Norpedlp  and  Sulpedlp.  which  operate  In  the  north  and 
south o'f  the country respectively).  wlh  the 'follovlng alms: 
(a)  to  acquire  a  stake  In  Investment  and  technological  Innovation projects 
o'f  special  value  to  Industry  (wherever  possible  In  addition  to  the 
holdings  taken  up  by  other  venture  capital  companies  or  other 
market/private sector  Investors): 
(b)  to contribute  to  the  financial  recovery  of companies  carrying  a  heavy 
InherIted  burden  of  debt.  but  makIng  a  clear  operatIng  pro'f It  and 
en  )Cit/ I ng  a  genuIne chance of surv  Iva  I . 
c.  M.Jtua  I  guarantee system 
Small  and medium-s/zed businesses  find  It dl'fflcult  to obtain  bank  loans. 
There  are  many  reasons  'for  this.  but  one  Is  the  problem  o'f  bank  exposure 
stemming 'from  the undercapltallzatlon and small  size o'f many  firms. 
The  11X.Jtua I  guarantee  system  Is  a  f I nanc I a I  mechanIsm whereby  member  fIrms 
take  )oint  liability for credit defaults by contributing to a  'fund. 
A  11X.Jtual  guarantee  system  was  suggested  by  Commission  departments  as  an 
essential means  o'f providing financial  support 'for small  businesses. -ZT-
This  scheme  Is still under  consideration  l:ly  the Portuguese  authorities  and 
wIll be 'f  Ina II  zed  In  the course o'f  1990  once  the preparatory work  (reg  I ona I 
and national workshops  and 'fact-'flndlng missions) has  been completed. 
The  'financial  contribution  to  this  progranrne  has  the peculiarity o'f  being 
disbursed  on  a  one-o'f'f  basis,  for  the  IntrOduction  o'f  the  scheme  In 
question  (setting  up  the  abovementioned  'funds  or  companies,  which  then 
continue to operate without any additional 'financing). - 27a  -
PROGRAMME  4 
FINANCIAL  ENGENEERING 
(ECU  million) 
----------------------------~---------------------------------
MEASURES  TOTAL  FI:NANCI:NG 
----------------------------~---------------------------------
PRIVATE  PUBLIC  COMMUNITY 
SECTOR  SECTOR  BUDGET  Ah(1) 
----------------------------~---------------------------------
A)  GUARANTEE 
FUND 
1988  12  -- 3  9 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
B)  VENTURE 
CAP I: TAL 
COMPANI:ES 
1988  64  32  8  24 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
T  0  TAL 
1988  76  32  11  33 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
-------------- --------------~---------------------------------
(I )Ah: Additional heading -28-
1.6  Prod.Jctlvlty drives 
The  aim of this programme  Is  to boost  Industrial  productiVIty 1:1/  promoting 
demons t rat  1  on  1  fX/b II  cIty  schemes  a 1  med  at  sIgn If  1  cant ly  IncreasIng  the 
efficient use of 'factors which affect productivity or 1:1/  supporting schemes 
which  serve  the  same  fXIrpose  bUt  are  too  specialized to be  Included  In  the 
other Pedlp programmes. 
The  compet It  lve  advantage  en)C¥ed  1:1/  Portuguese  Industry  can  be  chiefly 
ascribed  to  lew  wages;  considering  that  laboUr  costs  will  have  a 
decreasing  Influence  on  production  costs  and  that  unit  labour  costs will 
rise  steadily  as  new  technology  Is  Introduced,  It can  be  concluded  that 
Portugal's  present  competitiveness  cannot  last  and will  not  guarantee  a 
grtKiua  I  long-term rIse  In  the return on  the 'factors of product  I on.  · 
Lew  productivity  Is  therefore a  'fundamental  obstacle  to preparing  Industry 
'for  the structural  changes  needed to bring about  a  substantial  and  lasting 
Improvement  In competitiveness. 
The  programme  comprIses  two  subprogrammes: 
SUbprogramme  1:  Demonstration,  publicity and promotion 
The  specific  aim  of  this  subprogranrne  Is  to  promote  and  spread  Ideas, 
concepts  and  techniques  that  have  a  significant  Impact  on  Improving 
I nc:Justr I a I  productIVIty. 
It comprises  four  schemes: 
(I) Business demonstration  scheme 
Schemes  'for  Increasing  bUsiness  productiVIty  are  not  sufficiently 
widespread:  this  stems  'from  a  lack  of  Information  on  the  Impact  of given 
technologies and management  methods  and,  Indeed,  the difficulty of applying 
technologies 'for general  use to particular cases. -29-
These  schemes will be  Implemented  In stages: 
- assessment  of  a  particular  firm's  productivity  and  Identification  of 
action  for  Improving  lt.  The  firm  In  question  will  constitute  a 
·demonstration enterprise·; 
- aid to enable  the  ·demonstration enterprise·  to carrv out  the course of 
act  /on  /dent I fled; 
- publicizing and promoting  the course of action  among  other firms  In  the 
same  or other branches of Industry; 
- aid for replicating the demonstration  In other  IndUstrial firms. 
Demonstrations will differ  according  to  the  level  of disclosure  agreed  to 
by  the demonstration enterprise at the publicity stage. 
Effect  lve  transfer  of  the  technology  or  technique  demonstrated  nvst  be 
ensured by handing  the publicity work  over  to  an  Independent  outside body 
known  as  a  "Competence Centre". 
(II) Promotion of business cooperation 
Cooperation  between  firms.  In particular SMEs.  enables  them  to achieve  the 
necessary  "critical  mass·  In  such fields  as  production  (specialization  and 
complementarity).  supplies and marketing. 
The  purpose  of  this  scheme  Is  to  st  IITX.IIate  cooperat /on  by  creat  lng 
favourable  conditions  for  Its  development.  and  It  Involves  two  types  of 
action: 
(a) Stimulation of cooperation.  subcontracting and "partnership"  schemes 
The  aim  of  this  measure  Is  to  develop  cooperation -whether  vertical  or 
horizontal.  occasional or  lasting- between Portuguese firms; 
(b)  SUpport  for  the  participation  by  Industrial  firms  In  Comnx.mlty 
programmes 
Cooperation  on  such  programmes  with  firms  In  other  Member  States  wll  I 
strengthen  the  technological  knov-hov  and management  capacity of Portuguese 
firms  and  Internationalize  their  operations  by  giving  them  a  firmer 
foothold  not  only  on  their  traditional  markets  but  also  on  new  markets 
within the Conm.Jnlty or non-member  countries. -3?-
(Ill) PromotIon of hea  I th and safety at work 
The  purpose  of  thIs  scheme  Is  to  study,  promote  and  pub II  c I ze  act  I on 
undertaken  In  the  field of health  and  safety  at  work  (HSN)  and  working 
conditions  In  Industrial  firms.  Aid will be granted for  the follcwlng: 
1.  Studies  on  HSN  In  firms  belonging  to  branches  of  Industry  where  the 
prob  /em  Is most  acute; 
2. Publicity for  national  or com11x.mlty  legislation  on  HSN  (preparation  of 
leaflets and brochUres,  organization of symposia and seminars,  etc.); 
3.  Promoting  the use of technologies  and methods of organization  leading to 
an  Improvement  In  conditions  affecting health,  safety  and  the  working 
environment  (e.g.  publicizing  "clean  techno~cigles".  demonstrat lng  and 
publicizing successful  HSN  experiments carried out by firms. etc.). 
(IV) Studies 
The  purpose  of  Including  aid for  studies  under  Pedlp  Is  to help  Increase 
productivity  by  providing  firms  with  Information  already  processed  and 
analysed. 
Accordingly,  aid will  be  granted for  studies  In  this field where  they  are 
of direct  Interest  to  Industrial firms  and provided that their findings are 
properly disseminated among  the economic operators. 
Subprogramme 2:  Support  for productivity management 
This  subprogramme  comprises five schemes: 
(I)  lmprov  I ng company  management  capacIty 
Increased productivity  In many  Industrial  firms using updated processes  and 
equipment  depends  essentially  on  the  ability  to  put  existing  factors  of 
production  to  good  use.  One  of  the  complex  Influences  on  competitiveness 
Is  the capacity for business management  and organization. 
The  fol Iewing  types of action will be carried out under  this  scheme: 
1.  Audits and analyses  In  Industrial  firms  to  Identify bottlenecks - 31  -
affecting productivity and/or product costs and quality. particularly as 
regards  product  I on.  supply.  marketIng.  energy  and  organ  I zat  /on  and 
management  In general; 
2.  Education  ln.  and  promotion  of wider  use  of.  management  methods  and 
techn lques.  especIally  those  I nvo lv  I ng  InformatIon  techno  logy.  and 
business  management  techniques  such  as  strategic planning.  coordination 
and motivation. 
(II) Strengthening technical  assistance capacity 
The  purpose  of  this  scheme  Is  to  strengthen  the  Bdvanced  technical 
assistance network for  Industrial  firms which are too small  to employ staff 
of their own  at that  level. 
The  scheme wIll consIst of two measures: 
(a)  Introduction and development of ComPetence Centres 
Competence  Centres  (OCs)  are  small  business  organizations  whos~ 
function  Is  to provide technical  assistance  to  Industrial  firms  In  the 
field  of  product lv  I ty  and  especIally  I f)(jJUstr I a I  engIneerIng  and 
management. 
The  tasks of the ocs  are: 
to help  Implement  business  demonstration  schemes  and  to publicize 
the  results  among  other  Industrial  firms.  especially  l:1y'  carrying 
out assessments; 
to  promote  the  transfer  of  knowledge  from  the  universities  and 
technological  Infrastructure to  Industrial  firms: 
to  help  organize  technical  training  schemes  within  their 
specialized field; 
to disseminate  Information on scientific and technical  projects. 
(b)  Industrial extension network 
The  Industrial  extension  network  operates  on  the  basis  of  qualified 
technical  specialists working  together with  Industrial  associations capable 
of establishing  a  permanent  and creative  link  between  those  firms  and  the 
various  Institutions and bodies providing assistance to  Industry. -32-
(Ill) Aid for market access 
The  ch lef  emphasIs  of  Ped  I p  Is  on  prodUct  I on  and  techno  I ogy,  and  the 
purpose of this scheme  Is to supplement  It with measures  to help Industrial 
firms gain access  to markets both  In Portugal  and the rest of the Cotrm.Jnlty 
and outside.  The  scheme  comprises  two measures: 
(a) Export market prospect  lng and  Intelligence; 
(b) Publicizing Portuguese  Industry. 
(lv)  Information for  Industry 
It  Is  essential  for  the  purposes  of  Improving  Portuguese  Industrial 
prodUctivity  that  firms  should  be  given  ready  access  to  the  technical, 
scientific, commercial,  legal  and financial  Information  they require. 
This  scheme  alms  to  achieve  that  objective  by  developing  the  Information 
System  for  Industry  already  set  up.  on  an  experimental  basis.  by  the 
Ministry  of  Industry  and  Energy  with  a  view  to  coordinating  and 
supplementing  the  various  sources  of documentation  available  In  Portugal 
and  abroad.  Support  mel/  also be given  for  setting up  and offering access 
to new  databases. 
(v) SUpport  for  Industrial associations 
Specific  aid for  Industrial  associations  Is  justified  In  view of  the  role 
which  they  can  pley  In  providing  firms  with  technological,  technical. 
commercial  and financial  assistance and  Information and  In representing the 
Interests of Portuguese  Industry at Community  level  through  European  trade 
as  soc  I at  Ions.  The  scheme w I II comprIse  the fo II  av  I ng measures: 
(a) Participation  In  ESC  trade associations; 
(b)  Enhancement of technical capacity. - 32a  -
PROGRAMME  5 
PRODUCTIVITY  DRIVES 
(ECU  Million) 
--------------------------------------------------------------
MEASURES  COST  FINANCING 
-------------------------------- ------------------~----------
PRIVATE  PUBLIC  EEC 
SECTOR  SECTOR  BUDG.  Ah{1  ) 
--------------------- ---------- -----------------------------
1.1  DEMONSTRATION 
1989  8,89  2,89  1,50  4,50 
1990  14,53  4,72  2,45  7,36 
1991  17,29  5,65  2,91  8,73 
1992  11,50  3,74  1,94  5,82 
TOTAL  52,21  17,00  8,80  26,41 
1.2  COOPERATION 
1989  0,40  0,10  0,075  0,225 
1990  0,40  0, 10~  0,075  0,225 
1991  0,40  0,10  0,075  0,225 
1992  0,40  0,10  0,075  0,225 
TOTAL  1,60  0,40  0,300  0,900 
1.3  HEALTH  AND 
SAFETY 
AT  WORK 
1989  0,13  0,03  0,025  0,075 
1990  0,13  0,03  0,025  0,075 
1991  0,13  0,03  0,025  0,075 
1992  0,13  0,03  0,025  0,075 
TOTAL  0,52  0,12  0,100  0,300 
1.4  STUDIES 
i989  1,14  0,34  0,20  0,60 
1990  1,43  0,43  0,25  0,75 
1991  1,43  0,43  0,25  0,75 
1992  1,43  0,43  0,25  0,75 
TOTAL  5,43  1,63  0,95  2,85 
SUB PROGRAMME  1  : 
TOTAL 
1989  10,56  3,36  1,80  5,40 
1990  16,49  5,28  2,80  8,41 
1991  19,25  6,21  3,26  9,78 
1992  13,46  4,30  2,29  6,87 
TOTAL  59,76  19,15  10,15  30,46 
--------------------------------------------------------------
I 
(1)  Ah  =Additional  heading - 32b  -
PROGRAMME  5 
PRODUCTIVITY  DRIVES  Ccont'd) 
(ECU  million) 
--------------------------------------------------------------
MEASURES  COST  FINANCING 
--------------------------------- ----------~--------~---------
PRIVATE  PQBLIC  EEC-
SECTOR  SECTOR  BUDG.Ah (1) 
-------------------------------------------1---------f----------
1.  COMPANY 
MANAGEMENT 
1989  1,14  0,34  0,20  0,60 
1990  1,43  0,43  0,25  0,75 
1991  1,43  0,43  0,25  0,75 
1992  1,43  0,43  0,25  0,75 
' 
TOTAL  5,43  1,63  0,95  2,85 
2  a)  COMPETENCE 
CENTRES 
1989  3,39  1,03  0,59  1,77 
1990  4,29  1,29  0,75  2,25 
1991  2,86  0,86  o',5o  1,50 
1992  1,43  ~,43  0,25  0,75 
TOTAL  11,97  3,61  2,09  6,27 
2  b)  INDUSTRIAL 
EXTENSION 
NETWORK 
1989 
\  1,12  0,33  0,20  0,59 
1990  0,71  0,22  0,13  0,36 
1991  1,62  0,48  0,27  0,87 
1992  1,41  0,42  0,25  0,74 
TOTAL  4,86  1,45  0,85  2,56 
3.  MARKET  ACCESS 
1989 
I 
2,80  1,40  0,35  1,05 
1990  2,60  1,29  0,33  0,98 
1991 
I 
2,40  1,20  0,30  0,90 
1992  I  2,00  1,00  0,25  0,75 
I 
I 
I 
TOTAL  I  9,80  4,89  1,23  3,68 
I 
I 
I 
l1)Ah  = Additional  heading - 32c  -
PROGRAMME  5 
PRODUCTIVITY  DRIVES  (cont'dl 
(ECU  million) 
--------------------------------------------------------------
MEASURES  COST  FINANCING 
--------------------------------- ----------~------------------
PRIVATE  PUBLIC  EEC-
SECTOR  SECTOR  BUDG.AJil) 
--------------------------------------------------------------
4.  INFORMATION  FOR 
INDUSTRY 
1989  1,73  0,34  0,35  1,04 
1990  0,63  0,12  0,13  0,38 
'  1991  1,67  0,34  0,33  1,00 
1992  1,35  0,27  0,27  0,81 
TOTAL  5,38  1,07  1,08  3,23 
s.  INDUSTRIAL 
ASSOCIATIONS 
1989  1,20  0,60  0,15  0,45 
1990  1,60  0,80  0,20  0,60 
1991  1,60  0,80  0,20  0,60 
1992  1,60  0,80  0,20  0,60 
TOTAL  6,00  3,00  0,75  2,25 
SUB PROGRAMME  2 
TOTAL 
1989  11,38  4,04  1,84  5,50 
1990  11,26  4,15  1,79  5,32 
1991  11,58  4,11  1,85  5,62 
1992  9,22  3,35  1,47  4,40 
TOTAL  43,44  15,65  6,95  20,84 
T  0  T  A  L 
1989  21,94  7,40  3,64  10,90 
1990  27,75  9,43  4,59  13,73 
1991  30,83  10,32  5,11  15,40 
1992  22,68  7,65  3,76  11,27 
' 
TOTAL  103,20  34,80  17,10  51,30 
---------------------- ---------------------~------------------
~)Ah = Additional  heading - 33-
1.7  ltd.lstrlal quality 8/ld design 
FeN  'firms  In  Portuguese  Industry  manu'facture  their  goods  according  to 
standards  or  other  technical  specl'flcatlons  and  use  laboratory  checks  on 
product  quality.  There  are  Innumerable  small  bUsinesses  which  do  not  use 
testing  or  other  methods  o'f  evaluating  their  products  and  are  not 
acquaInted  wIth  qua II  ty  management  techn  lques.  SUch  bUsInesses  operate 
with  de'f lclent  structures  and  Inadequate  technical  sta'f'f.  As  'far  as 
product  con'formlty  Is  concerned,  only  a  fev  products  are  covered  tyy 
certl'flcatlon schemes. 
IndUstrial  design,"  Which  Is  one  component  o'f  quality,  adds  an  Innovative 
aesthetic,  'functional  and  cultural  dimension  to  the  relationship  with 
consumer.s  and  users  when  applied  to  produCts  or  services.  In  Portugal 
there  Is  a  distinct  lack  o'f  o'f'flclal  Interest  In  design;  Institutional 
arrangements,  assistance and promotion are minimal. 
Decree-Lew No  165183  of Zl Apr/ 1  1983 provides  the  legal  'framavork  'for  the 
national  system  o'f  product  and  service  quality  In  Industry.  This  lew, 
which set up the National Quality Management  System  (SNGQ)  and the National 
Quality  Council  (OJQ),  covers  various  areas  .associated  with  quality: 
standards,  metrology  and certl'flcatlon.  The  010  Is  an  adVIsory  body.  Its 
duties are to adopt  the general  procedUres 'for  the preparation and approval 
o'f  Portuguese  standards,  the  recogn It  1  on  o'f ' sector  a 1  standard  I zat  Jon 
bodies,  the organization of certl'flcatlon procedures  and the recognition of 
bodies  Involved  In  the  certification  process.'  At  present  26  sectoral 
standardization bodies,  3:>  testing  laboratories  and quality control  systems 
In eight firms  are recognized. 
The  alms  o'f  Pedlp  Programme  6  are  to  promote  consumer  protection  and 
Improve  IndUstry's  competitiveness  by creating  the conditions  necessary  to 
ensure that  the  legal  provisions governing  IndUstrial activity are observed 
as  nat  I ona  I  legIs  I at  I on  Is adapted to Comn'XJn I ty  I ew. 
The  programme pursues  the foiiONing detailed objectives: 
I  ' 
(a)  to  strengthen  the  three  target  areas  (standards,  metrology  and 
cert  l'f  I cat  I on) o'f  the Nat I ona I  Qua II  ty Management  System; -34-
(b)  to  create  a  nat  lonal  avareness  among  producers  and  consumers  o'f  the 
need 'for qua II  ty: 
(c)  to develop  IndUstry's avn quality management  capacity: 
(d)  to  create  the  conditions  'for  mutual  or  multiple  recognition  o'f 
cert  If/cat  /on  systems  and bodies; 
(e) to make design  an  Integral part of IndUstrial production. 
The planned measures are as  'follavs. 
A.  OJallty  lnoentlves SCheme  (SIO) 
Guaranteeing  and  Improving  quality  are  the  obJectives  of  the  National 
Quality  Management  System  (SNGQ),  which  IBYS  davn  technical  reference 
procedures  'for mutual  recognition between countries.  The  SIQ  Is primarily 
concerned  to  develop  the  ability  to  guarantee  the  quality  o'f  goods  and 
services  p~oduced or  supplied  In  Portugal  and  provide  greater  scope  'for 
mutual  recognition of certification systems  and bodies.  Under  this scheme, 
non-repayable  Investment  subsidies  are  provided  'for  the  creation  or 
development  o'f testing or metrology  laboratories  and 'for  the reorganization 
of sectoral  standardization, certification,  Inspection or audit bodies. 
B.  Csnflalgn to pr01110te  IIIOtlvatlon  In  lnct.Jstrlal quality .and design 
The  bas  I c  aIm  Is  to  promote  an  avareness  o'f  the  need  'for  qua II  ty  and 
design.  Measures  w/11  take  the  form  of avareness  training.  /XIbllclty  and 
Information  campaigns  on  the  practical  aspects  (obligations,  rights  and 
techniques)  and the social  and economic benefits of quality. 
c.  Integrated planning to  Improve customerlsu{JI)IIer relations 
This  subprogramme w/11  Improve dialogue  and cooperation between firms, with 
the following specific results: 
- customers  will  take  account  of  the  capacity  and  potential  of  their 
suppliers  and  will  be  ,saved  the  cost  of  Inspection  on  arrival, 
shortfalls  In supply or overstocking; -35-
- suppliers will tailor their prodUction  to  the  needs  of their  customers 
and  will  be  saved  the  cost  of  batch  reJection  on  arrival  or  of 
rectIfYIng shortcomIngs  1  n  qua II ty. 
D.  Analyses IJIXl  forward studies of quality and design or related fields 
SUch  analyses  and  studies  ITXJSt  be  of direct  Interest  to  potential  users 
(producers.  consumers  and the txJbllc authorities): 
- stocktaking  of  existing  laboratory  capacity  and  availability  for 
Industry; 
- sectoral  or regional  analyses of Industry from  the vleNpolnt of quality 
and design; 
- forward studies of Investment fleeds; 
- cost/benefit analyses of quality In sectoral  terms; 
- sectoral  studies of  the  II1JI)aet  of  Industrial quality and design  on  the 
domestic and European  market for  Industrial prodUcts. 
E.  DeveiQI:JIIJ8llt of the regulatory fr81111!1N0rlc 
This activity has a  twofold objective: 
- to  provide  backing  for  the  work  of  technical  conrnlttees  and  sectoral 
standardization bodies; 
to help firms  systematically  organize  their prodUction  knCJN-haN  In  the 
form  of  standards  or  technical  specifications  which  will  ensure  the 
transfer.  dlssemlnat  Jon  and/or promot  Jon  of manufacturing technologies. 
F.  ProlllOt  I ng ca  II  brat  1  on of measurIng  I  nstrt~~J~ents 
To ensure accuracy  In measurements  taken during production.  It Is essential 
that measurement  and testing equipment  should comply with the standards  and 
ca  I I brat  I on . 
G.  Promoting the use of certification systems 
Directive CNO  5185  adopted  I:Yy  the  National  Otlallty  Council  governs  the 
organization and use of certification systems.  Under  this Directive.  there 
are  eight  possible  types  of  certification  system.  all  of  which  require 
manufacturers  to enter  Into commitments vis-a-vis  the certifying bodY. -36-
which  Issues  an  approval  mark  'for  diFferent  products.  providing  the ·user 
w 1  th a  guarantee of qua II  ty. 
H.  Measures  to pr01t10te  lrdJstrlal design 
Work  under  this  heading  wl II  be  carried  out  1:¥  bodies  specifically 
concerned with  Industrial  design.  particularly the National  Design Centre. 
The foiiCIIIIng measures could be taken: 
- creation  ahd  setting-up of regional  or  sectoral  centres  concerned with 
developing.  assisting. publicizing and exhibiting Industrial design; 
Investment projects to develop products with a high design content: 
- aid  'for  measures  to  promote  1  nc/ustr  1  a 1  des lgn  (competItIons. 
exhibitions. publications). 
1.  Assistance to trade 8/Kl social associations 
This  scheme  will  supplement  the  support  given  to  Industrial  associations 
under Prograntne 5  (Product lv  1  ty dr  lves) .  1  t  1  s  confl  ned to prov  ld  I ng human 
resources  to back up techn  I ca  I  capacIty: 
- aid 'for  the recruitment o'f technical  sta'ff: 
- aid 'for  traineeships  In similar associations  In other European  countries 
and  to  help  national  associations  take  part  In  the  work  o'f  Comnr.Jnlty 
bodies.  particularly those concerned with consumer protection. - 36a  -
PROGRAMME  6 
INDUSTRIAL  QUALITY  AND  DESIGN 
(ECU  million) 
--------------------------------------------------------------
MEASURES  YEAR  COST  I'IRANCING 
-------------1-------------------------------------------------
.PRIVATE  PUBLIC  EEC- -SECTOR  SECTOR  BUDGET  Ah(l) 
-------------1---------------- --------- ----------------------
A.QUALITY  1989  9,55  2,07  1,84  5,64 
INCENTIVES  1990  6,85  1,48  1,35  4,02 
SCHEME  1991  6,85  1,48  1,35  4,02 
1992  6,75  1,47  . 1,  32  3,96 
TOTAL  30,00  6,50  5,86  17,64 
B.MOTIVATION  1989  0,90  -- 0,25  0,65 
IN  QUALITY  1990  0,60  -- 0,15  0,45 
AND  DESIGN  1991  0,60  -- 0,15  0,45 
1992  0,60  -- 0,15  0,45 
TOTAL  2,70  -- 0,70  2,00 
C.CUSTOMER/  1989  0,27  0,07  0,05  0,15 
SUPPLIER  1990  0,27  0,07  0,05  0,15 
RELATIONS  1991  0,27  0,07  0,05  0,15 
1992  0,27  0,07  0,05  0,15 
TOTAL  1,08  0,28  0,20  0,60 
D.ANALYSES  1989  0,43  0,05  0,10  0,28 
1990  0,32  0,04  0,07  0,21 
1991  0,32  0,04  0,07  0,21 
1992  0,30  0,04  0,06  0,20 
TOTAL  1,37  0,17  0,30  0,90 
E.REGULATORY  1989  0,63  0,29  0,08  0,26 
I'RAMEWORK  1990  0,63  0,29  0,08  0,26 
1991  0,63  0,29  0,08  0,26 
1992  0,63  0,29  0,08  0,26 
TOTAL  2,52  1,16  0,32  1,04 
F.PROMOTING  1989  0,14  0,06  0,02  0,06 
CALIBRATION  1990  0,14  0,06  0,02  0,06 
1991  0,14  0,06  0,02  0,06 
1992  0,14  0,06  0,02  0,06 
TOTAL  0,56  0,24  0,08  0,24 
G. PROMOTING  1989  0,14  0,03  0,03  0,08 
CERTIFICATION  1990  0,14  0,03  0,03  0,08 
1991  0,14  0,03  0,03  0,08 
1992  0,14  0,03  0,03  0,08 
TOTAL  0,56  0,12  0,12  0,32 
' 
H. PROMOTING  1989  0,63  0,20  0,11  0,32 
DESIGN  1990  0,44  0,14  0,07  0,23 
1991  0,44  0,14  0,07  0,23 
1992  0,49  ~,16  0,09  0,24 
TOTAL  2,00  0,64  0,34  1,02 
(1)  Ah  = Additional  heading - 36a  - (cont'd) 
:I.TRADE  1989  0,17  0,09  0,02  0,06 
AND  SOC:IAL  1990  0,17  0,09  0,02  0,06 
ASSOC:IAT:IONS  1991  0,17  0,09  0,02  0,06 
1992  0,17  0,09  0,02  0,06 
TOTAL  0,68  0,36  0,08  0,24 
T  0  TAL  1989  12,86  2,86  2,50  7,50 
1990  9,56  2,20  1,84  5,52 
1991  9,56  2,20  1,84  5,52 
1992  9,49  2,21  1,82  5,46 
TOTAL  41,47  9,47  8,00  24,00 -37-
1.8  Publicity.  /IIJJ/ementatlon  end 1110nltorlng 
Pedlp  could  be  the  Ideal  Instrument  'for  enabling  Portuguese  Industry  to 
modernize and Portugal  tiXJs  to be 'fully  Integrated Into the single market. 
I 
The  measures  planned  and  the  Instruments  and  'funding  available will  not, 
hcwever,  be  sufficient.  to  achieve. the  ,c»jectlves  set  unless 
becomes  'fully  Involved  and.,  miJkes  ... a. :(,enulne  contribution 
Implementing,  monitoring  and,  where  necessary,  adjustment  of 
progranrnes covered. 
Industry 
to  the 
the  many 
Economic  agents will be  able  to  become  Involved only  If they  are  clearly 
Informed of Pedlp's objectives,  the measures  It Includes,  the advantages  It 
can offer and the  Instruments at Its disposal. 
For  Its avn  Implementation,  then,  Pedlp rust provide 'for a  set of JXJb/lclty 
measures  that will provide potential beneficiaries with all the  Information 
necessary to enable  them to take part. 
Since  Pedlp  Is  an  evolving  progranrne,  critical  rev/eNs  will  have  to  be 
carried out  periodically to  see  hav  the different  schemes  are progressing 
and hew  successful  they are  In achieving the objectives set.  SUch  rev  leNs 
mt!¥  lead  to  changes  In  the  measures  and  Instruments  being  used  or  even 
prompt  more  searchIng  stucll  es  .  An  I n'format Jon  network,  II  nk  I ng  a I J  the 
bodies  Involved  In  Implementing Pedlp  and providing up-to-date  Information 
at  any  given moment  on  the  various  programmes  and  their state of progress 
tavards  the objectives 'fixed, will therefore have to be set up. 
The programme  Is divided Into two  subprogrammes: 
(I)  lmplementat Jon,  'follav-up and monitoring 
The  aim  of  this. subprogramme  Is  to  It!¥  the  'foundations  for  efficient 
Implementation  o'f,Pedlp  and set up  an  Information  system  that will  enable 
the  Portuguese  and  ComtrXJnlty  authorities  to  follov  Its  progress  and 
constantly assess'and monitor  the activities under way. -38-
It comprises  the follavlng measures: 
(a)  ln'formatlon system; 
(b) studies  to prepare for 'formulation/alteration o'f programmes; 
(c) project assessment  teams; 
(d) 'financial  and technical  audits; 
(e)  Impact  studies; 
('f) comparative studies. 
(II) PUblici~. awareness  and  ln'formatlon 
Since  Pecllp'  s  central  object  lve  Is  to  modernize  Portuguese  Industry.  the 
programme  must  be  promoted  In  the  bUsiness  world  and  particularly  among 
sma II  and  medIum-s I zed  enterprIses.  wh I cit are  wIdely  dIspersed  and  have 
special difficulties  In gaining access  to  ln'formatlon. 
If Peel I p  Is  to  be  a  success.  1  t  1  s  v 1  ta  I  to  make  InformatIon  freely  and 
widely  available  to  encourage  the  submission  of  projects  that  can  be 
Incorporated  In  the programme. 
At  the  same  time,  Portuguese workers  rust be  made  avare of the  Importance 
o'f  their active participation  In  the measures  to modernize  their  Industry. 
and  the  significance  of  the  programme  must  be  Impressed  upon  public 
opinion. 
The  overall  strategy  behind  this  subprogramme  Is  based  on  the  development 
o'f four areas: 
(a)  ln'formatlon campaign; 
(b) publicity campaign; 
(c) public relations campaign; 
(d) complementary activities (trade 'fairs  and exhibitions,  logo). 
After  the  programme  was  launched,  although  not  required  to  do  so  under 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  2053188,  the  Portuguese  authorities  agreed  to  set  up, 
In  the  spirit  of  the  re'form  o'f  the  structural  Funds.  a  Pedlp  Monitoring 
Committee  to  examine  all  measures  'funded  by  ComtrxJnlty  Instruments  (the 
add It  lonal  budget  contrlbUt  I on  for  Pedlp,  the  ERDF  and  the  Social  Fund). 
Operation of the Monitoring Committee  Is funded by Programme 7. - 38a  -
PROGRAMME  7 
PUBLICITY.  IMPLEMENTATION  AND  MONITORING 
(ECU  million) 
---------------------------·--------------------------------
COST  PINANCING 
--------------------------- --------------------------------
EEC-BtJDGET  (1) 
--------------------------- --------------------------------
.SUBPROGRAMME  1 
IMPLEMENTATION 1  POLL01f-1JP 
AND  MONITORING 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
TOTAL  1988/1992 
SUBPROGRAMME  2 
PUBLICITY, 
AWARENESS  AND 
IHPORMATION 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
TOTAL  1988/1992 
MONITORING  COMMITTEE 
1988 
T  0  TAL 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
TOTAL  1988/1992 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
TOTAL  1988/1992 
0,65  0,65 
0,81  0,81 
1,34  1,34 
0,80  0,80 
1,15  1,15 
4,75  4,75 
1,60  1,60 
1,54  1,54 
1,23  ~,23 
1,00  1,00 
0,88  0,88 
6,25  6,25 
0,06  0,06 
0,04  0,04 
0,04  0,04 
0,04  0,04 
0,18  0,18 
2,25  2,25 
2,41  2,41 
2,61  2,61 
1,84  1,84 
2,07  2,07 
11,18  11,18 
--------------------------- --------------------------------
N.B.  :  This  programme is funded entirely by the Community 
under the additionnal heading 
(1) Ah  = Additional  heading -39-
2.  Ul..fiCHING  liD  INITIAL  IIIPL.BIENTAT/at/  a=  THE  PRCJGIWME;  CJ:NTROLS  NID 
ltOIITORING 
2.1  The 'first prl!llCtlcal application o'f the re'form o'f the structural Funds 
The  launching  and  Implementation of Pedlp was  the first actual  application 
of the principles underlying the reform of the structural Funds. 
As  soon  as  the Council  had adopted  the Regulation  on  the  additional  budget 
heading for Pedlp  and  the  frameNork  Regulation  on  the  reform of the  Funds 
In  June  1988,  the  Portuguese  authorities  and  the  Commission  set  up  the 
operat  I ona I  machInery for  the Progranrne. 
A  salient  feature  Is  the  centralization  of management  on  both  sides,  the 
aim  being  to  minimize  procedural  del~s  In  launching  the  operational 
prograrrmes  and  to  maximize  the  use  of  the  budget  appropriations  for  1988 
while  complying with  the  annuallty principle which  that  year's  new  budget 
rules had  I ntro:iuced. 
After  being  given  political  responsibility  for  Pedlp  by  the  Government, 
Portugal's Minister for  Industry  ~lnted  a  HGestor do PedlpN with overall 
responsibility for  the  management  of the Progranrne  and reporting direct  to 
the Minister. 
The COmmission's  approach was  similar:  It assigned to the Commission Member 
for  Internal  market  and  lndust Ia/  affairs  the  primary  responsibility  for 
Pedlp,  and  to  the  Directorate-General  for  Internal  Market  and  Industrial 
Affairs the  task of administering  the additional  budget  heading,  since  the 
Integrated Programme  relates  to  Industry  and  Is  designed  to contribute  to 
the completion of the single market. 
The  .Advisory  Committee,  which  was  set  up  under  Article 8  of 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  2053188  so  that  Member  States  could  oversee  the 
management  of  the  resources  of  the  additional  budget  heading,  held  Its 
fIrst meetIng on 20 July  1988. 
A  measure of the exemplary  Importance  attached to the Programme  lies  In  the 
fact  that  It  was  on  several  occasions  the  subject  of  talks  between 
Portugal's  Prime  Minister  and  the  President  of  the  Commission  (In 
particular  In  October  1988,  during  the  preparatory  phase),  and  between 
Portugal's  Minister  for  Industry  and  the  Vlce~resldent of  the  Commission 
responsible for  Industrial affairs. -40-
The  procedures  'foiiCJNed  have enabled the Progranme  to reach  a  satls'factory 
"cruising speed"  In record time.  The Commission het:J  undertaken to have  the 
main programmes  et:Jopted be'fore the end o'f  1988.  9/ the end o'f November all 
the  relevant  appropriations 'for  1988 had been conmltted,  8l1d  1:1;  7  December 
'funds  corresponding  to  the max/rum  advance  o'f  50%  had  been deposited with 
Portuguese banks. 
2.2  A  prOitflt start to the progrt!IIMII!J 
Wh lie,  thanks  to  the  work  o'f  the  two  teams,  the  maIn  Ped  I p  operat  I ona I 
programmes  had,  In  the words of Portugal's  Industry Minister, been  launched 
In  "record  time",  Implementation  depended  on  the  extent  to  which  the 
progranmes,  once  approved,  could  meet  the  requIrements  o'f  Portuguese 
Industry. 
As  early as April  1989  the Portuguese Government  8l1d  the Commission  agreed 
to  take  every  step  to  build  on  the  success  of  the  launch  phase  8l1d  to 
ensure  that  the Pedlp "pilot scheme"  continued to serve  as  a  model  'for  the 
Implementation  o'f  the  reform of  the  structural  Funds.  Indeed,  the  bUdget 
approprIatIons concerned were 'fully ut Ill  zed both  In  1988  and  1989. 
2.3  lntrodictlon o'f the ecu 
Pedlp has  also produced encouraging results  In several  other fields. 
The  Portuguese  authorities  responsible  'for  the  management  of Pedlp  agreed 
to  the use of the ecu  as  the  sole unit of account  'for dravlng up not  only 
the  'financial  schedules  but  also  the  statements  o'f  expenditure.  The 
experience  gained  as  a  result  Is  a  major  contribution  tCJNards  the  phasing 
In of the ecu  In  the management  of the structural Funds. 
2.4  Partnership;  COIIJ)IIance with Cotmunlty policies 
For  each  programme  the  Commission  rust  adopt  a  Decision  specl'fylng  the 
'funding allocated and  laying dCJNn  the 'financial  and control  arrangements. 
Be'fore  the Decision  Is adopted the content  o'f the programme  Is finalized l:1y 
consultation  between  the  Portuguese  authorities  and  the  Commission 
departments  concerned.  The consultation procedure begins when  the - 41  -
Portuguese  authorities  send  In  a  draft progranrne.  which  Is  then  dlsrussed 
by  the  Commission's  Interdepartmental  Technical  Coordination  Group.  In 
line with the partnership principle the Portuguese authorities are normally 
Involved  In  the work at this stage. 
Once  the draft progranme has  been  finalized (after taking  Into account  the 
coornents  of  all  those  concerned)  a  draft  Decision  Is  PJt  before  the 
Colmllsslon  for  adoption.  As  soon  as  It Is  adopted  the  Implementation  of 
the  progranrne  beg_lns  and  an  Initial  advance  equivalent  to  50%  of  the 
Cormr.Jnlty's  annual  contribution  Is paid over  to the Portuguese managers  of 
the progranrne. 
Once the Decision  Is .:Jopted the progrtJllllrt!J  COIIblnes with the rest o'f Pedlp. 
In that It Is dealt with as both Its avn characteristics and Its  /Inks with 
other progriJIIIIIeS  requIre. 
This  Integrating  process  Is  furthered  by  the  centralized  management 
structure referred to  In 2.1.  It has  enhanced the practical  Impact of the 
partnership  principle.  since  having  a  single  contact  makes  It easier  to 
solve  practical  problems  and  can  help  to  IdentifY  synergies  with  other 
progranrnes  being considered by Portugal  or the Comnxmlty. 
Since  It  Is  an  Integrated  programme  bridging  the  Important  areas  of 
lndUst~. social affairs and  Infrastructure,  special  emphasis was  placed on 
compliance with  Conm.mlty  policies.  In  particular.  the  work  carried out 
concurrently  for  the  p.Jrposes  of  adopting  the  financial  plans  and 
scrutinizing  the  programmes  for  compatibility with  the  competition  rules 
ensures  the  necessa~ consIstency  between  those  two  aspects.  S I nee  a II 
the  progranmes  can  have  repercussions  on  competition  they  are  examined, 
prIor  to  adopt  I on.  under  Art  I c I es  92  and  93 of the  EEC  Treaty.  There  Is 
an  l!lddltlonal  control  system  'for  Slnpedlp  and  the  Financial  Engineering 
Progrtllllllf!J. 
In  the  case  of  Slnpedlp,  Conm.mlty  rules  currently  require  prior 
notification  for  Investment  projects  relating  to  sensitive  products  and 
sectors  In critical difficulty and for  large-scale projects.  ·with effect 
from  Janua~ 1990  those  rules  were  adjusted  In  the  light  of  the  new 
principles  of  the  reform  of  the  structural  Funds,  and  Slnpedlp  Is  nov 
required  to  meet  new  standards  (higher  notification  thresholds  and  annual 
reports). 
In  the  case  of  the  Financial  Engineering  Progranrne  It  Is  st/p.J/ated  that 
the  Commission  must  receive  prior  notification  of  contributions  which 
Increase  corporate  capital  by  more  than  EOJ  100 (XX),  where  the  two 
venture-cap/tal  companies  formed  under  the  Programme  do  not  Involve  other 
venture-cap/tal  companies  operating under market conditions. -42-
The  Comnlsslon  attaches  special  Importance  to  technical  assistance  and 
cooperatIon. 
At  the  request  o'f  the  Portuguese  author It  les  an  Introductory  seminar  'for 
Pedlp  progranme  managers  was  held  In December  1989  on  compliance with  the 
provisions  o'f  the  ConmJnlty  policies  on  public  procurement  and 
environmental protection. 
In  september  1989  a  briefing mission  to  Lisbon dealt with  the  application 
o'f the 'f  I nanc I a I  and cont  ro  I  provIsIons  .  Portuguese o'f'f  I cIa  Is  Involved  In . 
the  management  o'f  the  programmes  were  given  a  short  period o'f  training at 
the Comnlsslon's Directorate-General  'for Financial Control  In July  1988. 
2.5  Controls 
Controls qperate at several  levels. 
In It  I a I ly the CommIssIon ,  ·havIng consu  I ted the ldv  I sory Comm I ttee,  approves 
the General  Guidelines  'for  the  lmplementat /on  o'f  measures  In  the priority 
areas Which  take practical  shape  In Pedlp's programmes  and subprogrammes. 
The General Qlldellnes cover each annual period and hi!Ne a  twoFold purpose, 
nBtnely to assist  IDVJ/ementatlon 1:¥  specifying the priorities 'for the period 
and  to  llllJice  tJd)ustments  In  the  llf7lt  o'f  the  perlonnance  In  the preceding 
period. 
Since Pedlp was  launched  late  In  1988,  the General  Guidelines 'for  the 'first 
year  and 'for  1989 were  set at  the  same  tlme.1  The  General  Guidelines 'for 
1990 were  approved and pub  I 1  shed  1  n  good  tIme.  2 
The  control  structure  Is based on  the General  Guidelines  and the content o'f 
the programmes.  First-level control  seeks  to provide a  continuous overall 
vleN o'f  the  Implementation o'f Pedlp. 
The  Portuguese  authorities  keep  the  Commission  departments  (In  particular 
the  Directorate-General  administering  the  additional  budget  heading) 
regularly  Informed  on  progress  on  the  programmes.  All  the  relevant 
Information  Is  c011111XJnlcated,  and  'frequent  contacts  provide  an  up-t~ate 
picture o'f the performance o'f  the programmes.  In addition,  the Portuguese 
authorities present regular progress  reports  to the Monitoring Committee. 
1  OJ No  C  336,  31.12.1988,  p.  4. 
2  OJ No  c 322,  23.12.1989,  p.  3. -43-
Under  the  monitoring  procedure  Internal  reports  on  the  Implementation  of 
the programmes  are made  available to the Cotrrnlsslon department  concerned on 
a  monthly basis. 
At  the  meeting  of  the  ldvlsory  Committee  held  on  23 OCtober  1989  the 
Commission  representatives  adVIsed  the Portuguese  authorities  that.  as  far 
as  possible.  the  Pedlp  monitoring  arrangements  should  fit  In  with  the 
system which will be  Introduced for  the Cotmi.Jnnlty  support  framework.  The 
various  monitoring  systems  used  for  the  Portuguese  programmes  In  the 
context  of  the  COtmxlnlty  support  frameNork  would  then  be  sufficiently 
aligned  to  allaN  overall  monitoring  of  the  entire  COtmxlnlty  support 
framework. 
An  annual  report  on  the  lmplementat I on  of all  the  operat  lonal  programmes 
must  be  presented  to  the  CQ~Tmlsslon  by  3:) June  the  foiiCJNing  year.  The 
1988 report was  sent  to  the Commission  on  19 June  1989  and  the  1989  report 
on  23 April  1990.  The  reports  are  forwarded  to  the  members  of  the  Pedlp 
ldvlsory Committee for discussion. 
The  second  level  Is  the control  of expenditure.  A  Commission  team  visited 
Lisbon  In  OCtober  1989  for  discussions  with  the  Portuguese  Pedlp 
authorities  on  the  Introduction  of  a  financial  management  and  control 
system  which  meets  the  Comnxmlty's  requirements.  This  was  foiiCJNed.  In 
March  1990.  by a first official visit by  the Cotrrnlsslon's Financial Control 
staff to collect  Information affording a  description of the  management  and 
control  system adopted by the Portuguese authorities. 
2.6  Monitoring 
Financial  controls  cannot  be  dissociated  from  programme  monitoring.  For 
Pedlp  the  correct  linkage  between  the  two  Is  achieved  through  the 
Monitoring Committee and the ldvlsory Committee. 
2.6. 1  The Monitoring Committee 
The  Monitoring Committee has  nine permanent  members:  four  representing  the 
Comml ss  /on  and  f lve  the  Portuguese  author It  les.  A  represent  at  lve  of  the 
European  Investment  Bank  may  attend meetings discussing  Items  speclflcal /y 
concerning  the EIB.  The  Chairman  Is  from Portugal. 
The  role of the Committee  Is  as  foiiCJNs: 
to stimulate the  Implementation of Pedlp; 
to facilitate coordination between  the various  agencies  Involved: -44-
- to  authorize  budget  changes  within  the  limits  laid  dovn  1¥  the 
DecIsIons.  prov  I dec/  that  such  changes  do  not  affect  the  over  a II  budget 
forecasts  and that Conrnlsslon  approval  Is not required; 
to  submit.  as  required.  proposals  to  the Conrnlsslon  and  the Portuguese 
authorities for discontinuing programmes  or measures  or for  IntrodUcing 
maJor  changes  In  them; 
to be  Informed on  the proJects selected and on  the selection criteria; 
- to  assess  and deliver opinions  on  the  annual  reports  by  the Portuguese 
managers  on  the  Implementation  of  Pedlp  before  they  are  sent  to  the 
Conrnlsslon;  " 
to decide on  the assessment procedures for each programme and to propose 
to  the  Conrnlsslon  and  the  Portuguese  authorities  any  changes  which  It 
feels are required; 
to  ensure  that  the  specific provisions  of  each  programme  are  compl led 
with; 
''~ 
to  ensure  compliance  with  Conm.mlty  policies.  In  particular  on 
competition.  public  procurement.  environmental  protection  and  the 
notification of projects  relating to sensitive products  and  sectors  In 
critical difficulty. 
The Monitoring Committee.  which was  set up at  the end of July  1989.  has  so 
far met  twice.  on  7  November  1989  and 8  March  1990.  The plans  are  that  It 
should henceforth meet at  least  three  times  a  year. 
2.6.2  The  AdVIsory Committee 
The  AdVIsory  Conrnlttee  consists  of  representatives  of  the  Member  States. 
It  Is  cha,lred by a  representative of the Cotrrnlsslon.  and  a  representative 
of the EIB participates  In  the Committee's work. 
The  Conrnlttee  established  under  Article B  of  Regulation 
(EEC)  No  2053/BB  - met  for  the first  time  on  20 July  1988.  Since  then  It 
has  met  regularly every quarter.  Its role  Is  to assist  the Commission  In 
the  lmplementat /on  of  the  Regulat  Jon.  and  It  delivers  opinions  on  the 
General Guidelines for  the  Implement at  /on of Pedlp. -45-
The  Committee  Is  regularly  briefed.  both  orally  and  In  writing.  on  the 
progress  of  Pedlp.  All  the  operational  programmes  and  the  decisions 
approving  them  are  sent  to  the  COmmittee  members.  as  well  as  the  annual 
report on  the  lmplementat  I on of the programmes.  presented l:1y  the Portuguese 
author It  les  not  I ater than  sIx months  after the end of the reference year. 
No  formal  conment  on  the  management  of  the  funds  ENallable  under  the 
additional budget heading was  made  at any of the Committee's eight meetings 
so far. -46-
3.  BI.IJGET  EXE0.Jr ICM 
3.1  The ld:lltlonal budget hei!Jdlng for Pedlp 
Article 1(2)  of  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2053188  states:  "Financial 
assistance  from  the Comnx.mlty  budget  for  Implementation of the Pedlp shall 
be provided,  over  and  above  support  from  the structural  Funds,  1:¥  means  of 
add It  lonal  resources  amount lng  to  an  average  of  EOJ  100 million  per  year 
(1988 prices) for  the financial years  1988  to  1992. • 
In  the  f  I nanc  I a I  Imp I ement  at  I on  of  the  resources  a II  ocated  under  the 
additional  budget heading,  the pilot role Pll!l¥ed 1:¥  Pedlp  In  the reform of 
the structural Funds  Is borne  In mind. 
Sl_nce  the  amount  of EOJ  100 million per year  Is fixed  In  terms  of constant 
1988 prices,  It Is  Increased each year  In  line with the price rise measured 
1:¥  the  annual  price deflator.  The  commitment  entered for  the  year  1989 
was  EOJ  103.5 ~/Ilion and for  1990,  SOU  106.8 million. 
3 .2  COllin I t~~~et~t and 1J1!4111161lt  proced.Jres 
Regulation  No  2053/BB  does  not  Ill¥  dovn  commitment  or  payment  procedures, 
merely  authorizing  the Commission  to  apply  the  appropriate provisions,  as 
required  1:¥  the  nature  of  the  measures  In  question.  In  general,  the 
procedure  under  the  rules  governing  the  structural  Funds,  In  pursuance  of 
the Financial Regulation,  has  been fol loved,  that  Is: 
the  Initial  budget  commitment  and  subsequent  budget  commitments  are 
based  on  the  annual  schedule  of expenditure  contained  In  the Decisions 
approvIng the programmes: 
the  budget  commitment  for  the first  annual  Instalment  Is  made  when  the 
Conmlsslon  txiopts  the  decision  on  assistance.  &Jdget  commitments  for 
subsequent  Instalments  are  made  on  the  basis  of  expenditure  as  It  Is 
Incurred,  which  Is  Indicative of the progress of the programmes; 
- apart from  the Initial budget  commitment,  In principle successive annual 
commitments  are  made  only when  the  Portuguese  authorities  are  able  to 
certify  to  the  Commission  that  actual  expenditure  has  been  Incurred 
amounting to 70%  of eligible expenditure for the previous  annual -47-
Instalment.  The  COnmlsslon  does  not  commit  a  third  Instalment  unt II 
the  Portuguese  authorities  are  able  to  shew  that  the  first  commitment 
has been used  In fu II  ; 
- follcwlng each commitment,  an  Initial advance corresponding to a  maxiiiKJm 
of 50%  o'f  the commitment  for the year may  be paid; 
- a  second  advance,  calculated  so  that  the  total  amount  of  the  two 
advances  does  not  exceed  8J%  of  the  commitment,  mEl)'  be  paid when  the 
Portuguese  authorities  are  able  to  certl'fy,  1:¥  notification  of 
expenditure  actually  Incurred,  that half of the first  advance  has  been 
expended and the programme  as  a  whole  Is progressIng sat  I sfactor lly and 
In accordance with the objectives  laid dcwn. 
The  commitment  and payment  procedures mentioned above  are  Indicated  In  the 
annexes  to  the various Decisions  ~roving the Pedlp programmes  (financial 
and monitoring provisions). 
The  follcwlng should be noted:  the political authority responsible for the 
management  of  the  resources  granted  Is  the  MIn I ster for  Industry;  the 
financial  coordinator  Is  the  Pedlp Director  ("Gestor  do  Pedlp");  and  the 
administrative  authority  responsible  for  the  management  of  funds  Is  the 
Institute for  Aid to  Small  and  Medium-Sized  Industrial  Firms  (1/IPMEI)  and 
Investment. 
The  financial  plans  for  Pedlp's  operational  programmes  are  expressed  In 
ecus.  Statements  of  expendIture  actually  Incurred  are  drtwn  up  and 
submitted  In  ecus  1:¥  the  Portuguese  authorities,  the  expenditure  being 
converted monthly  at  the  rate  for  the  month  In which  the  expenditure was 
entered  In  the  books  of  the  agencies  responsible  for  the  financial 
management  of the  programmes.  The  statements of expenditure  subml tted  In 
ecus  to  the Commission  represent  the  sum  of  the  amounts  converted  at  the 
end of each month. 
In  order  to avoid discrepancies,  the Directorate-General  administering  the 
resources  of  the  additional  budget  heading notifies  the Pedlp Director  at 
the  beginning  of  each  month  of  the  eculescudo  conversion  rate  for 
accounting purposes. 
3.  3  State o'f executIon of the budget 
The  follcwlng  table  shews  the  position  at  30 April  1990  with  reg~rd  to 
commitments  and payments  for  the Pedlp operational  progranrnes. ECU  mi II ion 
PROGRMtdES 
1.  Basic and  technological  Infra-
structure (measures  D and  E 
In  Subprogramme  1.1) 
2.  Vocational  training 
(mesures  A,I,J) 
3.1.  Financial  Incentives 
(SINPEDIP) 
3.2.  Energy  effeclency  (SIURE) 
3.3.1.  Restructuring-Woollen  Ind. 
3.3.2.  Restructuring-Foundry  Ind. 
3.4. Support  for  specific  Ind. 
(PITIE  and  PROOIBE) 
4.  Financial  engineering 
5.  Productivity drives 
6.  Industrial  quality and  Design 
1.  Publicity,  Implementation  and 
monitoring 
SUB-TOTAL 
Resource•  not  yet  allocated 
TOTAL 
(as X of  appropriations entered 
In  the budget) 
(•)  at constant  1988  prices 
(••)  1~88 balance 
Programme 
Decision 
. 
13.7.89 
26.4.89 
11.11.88 
20.3.89 
11.11.88 
26.04.90 
27.11.89 
28.11.88 
7.3.89 
7.3.89 
11.11.88 
-
-
IMUMNTATICN a= BJll:T AT  30  APRIL  1990 
1988  Budget  1989  Budget 
Budget 
contribution Commitment  Payments  Commitment  Payments 
to PEDIP 
26,48  - - 6,05  3,025 
15,78  - - 6,71  5,368 
244,5  37,1  18,55  66,65  42,387 
9,66  - - 2,02  1.01 
17,65  17,65  8,825  - -
25,5  - - - -
16,12  - - 1.26  0,63 
33,0  33,0  16,5  - 16,5 
51,3  - - 10,9  5,45 
'  24,0  - - 7,5  3,75 
11,18  2,25  1,125  2,41  1,88 
475,17  90,0  45,0  103,5  80 
24,83  - - - -
500,0 (•)  90,0  45,0  103,5  80 
(100)  (100)  (100)  (100) 
-
1990  Budget 
Commitment  Payments 
- -
- -
- 7,42•• 
- -
- -
8,37  4,185 
- -
- -
0,45•• 
- -
8,37  12,055 
(7,7)  (12) 
"""  ...... 
Q) -48-
With the exception of Programme 7. Publicity.  Implementation and monitoring 
- Monitoring  COnmlttee.  which  Is  financed  entirely  from  the  additional 
budget  heading  under Article 4  of Regulation  (EEC)  No  2053188.  75%  of  the 
public funds  for  the other operational programmes  come  from  the additional 
heading and 25%  from  the Portuguese State. 
The  main  events  In  the  Implementation  of the  budget  In  each  year  are  set 
out  In greater detail belcw. 
3.3.1  1988 
The  four  COnmlsslon  Decisions  adopted  In  November  1988  concerned  the 
follcwlng programmes: 
Programmes  Notification to the 
Conmlsslon 
Commission Decision 
3.1.  Financial 
Incentives 
(Sinpedlp) 
8  September  1988  C(B8)2119, 
3.3.1.  Restructuring of the 
woollen  Industry 
4.  Financial engineering 
7.  Publicity,  Implementation 
and monItorIng 
9  August  19881 
11  November  1988 
29 September  1988 
Z7 September  1988 
11  November  1988 
C(B8)2117, 
C(B8)2220, 
28 November  1988 
C(B8)2118, 
11  November  1988 
The  entire  Comnx.mlty  contribution  for  the  restructuring  of  the  woollen 
Industry (EOJ  17.65 ml Ilion) was  committed under  the  1988 budget. 
The  CommIssIon  DecIsIon  on  Programme  4,  F I nanc  I a I  engIneerIng.  I ays  dcwn 
that· the  second  and"flnal  Instalment  may  be  paid only  after  an  agreement 
had  been  reached  between  the  Cotrrnlsslon  and  the  Portuguese·  authorities 
concerning: 
the  articles of association of  the  venture capital  companies  to  be  set 
up; 
the operating rules of the  "fundos  conslgnados". 
After  a  number  of  meet lngs  and  exchanges  of  letters  with  those  with 
po II  t I ca  I  and techn  I ca  I  respons I b I I I ty for Ped  I p.  agreement was  reached on 
1  ThIs  programme had been not If  1  eel  on  5  February  1988 under  the ArtIcle 92 
and 93 procedUre before the Pedlp co-financing decision. -49-
the  Interpretation  of  the  proposed  texts  and  the  remainder  of  the  funds 
necessary for setting up this programme  In  1989 was  paid. 
The  Decision  concerning  Programme 7,  Publicity,  Implementation  and 
_ monitoring,  was  amended  In  1989  to  take  account  of  the  agreement  1:¥  the 
Portuguese  authorities  to set up  a  Monitoring Conrnlttee  conforming  to  the 
principles underlying the reform of the structural Funds bUt not explicitly 
provided for  In COUncil  RegulatIon (EEC)  No  2053188. 
Although Regulation  (EEC)  No  2053188 was  not  adopted until 24 June  1988  and 
published  In  the  Official  Journal  on  15 July  1988,  all  the  1988  budget 
resources  were  used,  I . e.  EOJ  90 m  I Ill  on  In  conrn I tment  approprIatIons  and 
SOU  45 mllllon1  In ~ment appropriations. 
3.3.2  1989 
The dates of decisions  In  1989 were as follows: 
Programmes 
1. 
2. 
3.1. 
3.2. 
3.4. 
Basic and technological 
Infrastructure 
Vocational  training 
Financial  Incentives 
(Sinpedlp) 
Energy efflcleney 
Incentives 
(SIURE) 
Select lve support 
(PIT  IE/PROD/BE) 
Notification to the 
COmmission 
25 January  1989 
1 December  1988 
8  September 
198efl 
29 /lugust  1989 
Commission Decision 
C(B9)1287, 
13 July  1989 
C(B9)765, 
26 Apr  II  1989 
C(B9)1965, 
20 November  1988 
(amendment  of-
C(88)2119) 
C(B9)484, 
20 March  1989 
C(B9)2045, 
27 November  1989 
1  During  the  budget  adoption  procedure,  EOJ  10  million  was  transferred 
provisionally to  the  EJJGGF  and will be recovered  In  following years  (cf 
SEC(BB)1401  final). 
2  This  prograrrrne  had been notified on  8  May  1987  under  the Article 92  and 
93 procedure before the Pedlp co-financing decision. -50-
Progri!JIIIni!JS  Hot l'f  I cat  I on to the 
COnn  Iss  I on 
5. Productivity drives  21  October  1988 
6.  Industrial quality and design  21  October  1988 
7.  Publicity.  lmplementat I on  and 
monitoring 
The  follaNing should be noted. 
Cc:mnl ss  1  on 
Decision 
C(B9)3SXJ, 
7  March  1989 
C(B9)391, 
7  March  1989 
C(B9)1  400, 
25 July  1989 
(amendment  of 
C(88)2  118) 
Progra/TITie  1.  Basic and technological  Infrastructure 
In  1988  the  ERDF  provided  assistance  totalling  EaJ 76,72 million  for 
Infrastructure  proJects  under  Programme  1.  In  1989  the  Conrnlsslon 
approved,  by Decision C(B9)1  267,  the  contributions  from  the  ERDF  and 
the add It  I ona  I  budget headIng to the co-fInancIng of the programme.  the 
amounts being EO.J  323.12 million and 26.48 million respectively. 
It  thus  honoured  In  full  Its  October  1987  conmltment  to  allocate 
EOJ 400 million to Pedlp from  the ERDF  budget. 
Progra!TITie  2, Vocational  training 
In  order  to  speed  up  the  launch  of  this  programme  It was  agreed  to 
adopt  an  ad hoc  decision  for  the  three  measures  financed  from  the 
add  It  I ona  I  headIng  (promotIng  greater  avareness.  deve I opl  rg  traInIng 
mater  I a Is  and  assessment) •  Th  1  s  was  necessary  because  the  ESF  could 
not adopt  the programme  approach unt  I 1  1990. 
A  draft  progra/TITie  covering  the  period  1990-92  was  notified  by  the 
Portuguese  authorities  on  29 September  1989  and  was  examined  by  the 
Commission  under  the new  ESF  Regulation. - 51  -
Co-financing from  the  ESF  was  ~roved by COmmission  Decision C(90)5B7 
of  XJ March  1990.  Lllce  the  ERDF  contribUtion  to  Progranrne  1.  the 
resources  approved by this Decision met  the COmmission's undertaking  In 
October  1987  to allocate EOJ  100 million to Pedlp. 
SUbprogranrne  3.1.  Pedlp financial  Incentives  (SINPEDIP) 
Given  the  progress  macle  on  this  progranrne  and  as  provided  for  In 
Decision C(88)2119  of  11  November  1988.  the  Portuguese  8Lithorltles 
submitted a  revised financial  plan  to the COmmission  before  the end of 
the  year  which  takes'  account  of  experience  gained  during  the  first 
operational year of the progranrne. 
The  main  change  Is  to  bring  forward  EOJ  10.28 million  from  1990  to 
1989.  without changing the overall  1988-92 financial plan. 
The  system  for  not lfy/ng  projects  In  sensl t /ve  IndUstries  and 
Industries  In critical difficulty which exceed certain amounts  has been 
~/led  without so far giving rise to any particular problems. 
Programme 4.  F I nanc I a I  eng  1  neer  1  ng 
In  1989  the Portuguese  authorities requested  the  petyment  of the  second 
and final  Instalment of the  1988  ~oprlatlons, I.e.  EOJ  16.5 million. 
The/ had  Informed the Conrnlsslon  that  the various authorizations needed 
for  the  legal  formation  of  the  venture  capital  companies  had  been 
granted. 
Progranrne 7. Publicity.  Implementation  and monitoring 
Decision C(89)1400  Introduced  a  single  Monitoring  COmmittee  for  the 
whole of the Pedlp. 
As  was  the  case  In  1988,  the  budget  ~roprlatlons for  1989  were  used  In 
their  entirety.  I.e.  EOJ  103.5 million  In  commitment  appropriations  and 
EOJ  BO  m  I I II  on  In petyment  appropr  I at  Ions . 
In  1989  .the  EIB  macle  loans  totalling  almost  EOJ  150  mil  J /on  to  small 
bUsinesses  eligible  under  PEDIP.  Baste  Infrastructure  projects  received 
I oans  amountIng  to  EOJ  72  m /Ill  on  whIch  can  be  regarded  as  beIng  In 
addition to assistance under PEDIP. -52-
3.3.3  1990 (position at 3:> April) 
Progri!JIIInSS 
2.  Vocational  training 
3.3.2  Restructuring-of the 
foundry  Industry 
7.  PUblici~.  Implementation 
and monItorIng 
Notl'£1catlon to the 
Colmllsslon 
9  January  1990 
Cottrn Iss  I on 
Decision 
C(90)136, 
29 January  1990 
( t!lmBildment  of 
C(89)765) 
C(90)704, 
26 Apr II  1990 
C(90)281, 
23 February  1990 
(amendment  of 
C(89)1400) 
For  Programme 2.  Vocational  training,  It  was  necessary  to  adopt 
Decision C(90)136  of  29 January  1990  amending  Decision C(89)765  of 
26 April  1989  as  a  result  of  the  transfer  of  budget  resources  between 
measures  without  change  to  either  the  amount  for  the  year  or  the  total 
amount  for the programme. 
The  Decision  adopted  for  Programme  7.  Publici~.  Implementation  and 
monitoring.  satisfies  the  request  of  the  Portuguese  authorities  to  make 
transfers between measures without changing  the annual  and total  amounts. 
The  progress  of  the  programmes  Indicates  that  the  budget  appropriations 
will be used to the ful I  In  1990  as well. -53-
4.  ASSESSMENT 
The  pract  leal  results of Ped/p will be  the subject of assessment.  with  the 
follcwlng object  lves: 
1.  To  measure  'the  economic  effectiveness  of  Pedlp  and  of  each  of  Its 
operat  I ona I  programmes. 
2.  To  evaluate  the  Impact  of  Pedlp  on  the  Portuguese  econotf'V,  both  at 
macroeconomic  level  and  In  terms  of  Industrial  structures  and 
performances  (meso  and m/croeconomlc  levels). 
3.  To  verify  that  the  Implementation  of  the Pedlp  serves  Its objectives. 
and accords with the priorities set out  In Regulation  (EEC)  No  2053188. 
4.  More generally.  to evaluate the Pedlp as  a  model  for Conm.Jnl ty-asslsted 
ITI.Jitlannual  and ITIJ/tl-objectlve  Industrial development  programmes. 
Assessment of Pedip's results  Is provided for under Programme 7. Publicity, 
Implementation  and  monitoring.  The  purpose  of  this  measure,  assigned  a 
bUdget  of SOU  700 000  and financed entirely by  the Conm.Jnlty,  Is  to devise 
a  model  scheme  for evaluating  the  results of Pedlp,  studYing  the  Impact  of 
oj:Jeratlonal  programmes  and preparing periodic reports. 
Decision C(B9)1400 of 25 July  1989  set up a  Monitoring Committee for Pedlp. 
with  the  authority  to decide  on  procedures  for  Implementing  an  assessment 
scheme  and  a  budget  of  EOJ  100  CXX>,  most  of  which  will  be  used  for 
evaluation measures  not provided for  In Programme 7. 
A  Task  Force  has  been  set  up  In  the  Ministry  of  Industrial  Affairs  to 
organIze and monItor  the system for evaluatIng Ped  I p.  At  Its fIrst meetIng 
on  7  November  1989,  the  Monitoring  Committee  approved  the  guidelines 
concernIng the  assessment  scheme  on  the bas Is of a  report by the Task Force 
and decided  that  a  Commission  representative  shoUld henceforth be directly 
Involved  In  the work. 
In  accordance with  these  guidelines.  two  methods  of evaluating Pedlp  were 
established:  analysis  of  the  scale  and  effectiveness  of  Pedlp,  and  "the 
semi-Input-output  analysIs".  The  need  for  an  lnformat /on  system  for  the 
assessment was  also considered. 
(I)  The  semi-Input-output  analysis  seeks  to measure  the  contribUtion of 
Pedlp and  In particular of the productive  Investments  financed -54-
thereunder  to the first-level or macroeconomic objectives,  Including 
consumptIon,  Income,  savings and balance of JJ2t¥ments. 
(I I)  The  analysis of the scale and effectiveness seeks  to measure Pedlp's 
Impact  on  a  number  of  objectives  stemming  specifically  from  the 
operat  lona/  progranrnes,  I .e.  second-level  object  lves.  A  series  of 
Impact  Indicators  have  been  selected to give  a  plcure of the  scale 
and  effectiveness  of  each  operational  progranrne  In  terms  of  Its 
specific objectives and subsequently to enable an overall evaluation 
of Pedlp. 
A  comparative  analysis  at mlcroeconomlc  level  of the  Impact  on  the 
performance  of PediP-asslsted  businesses  will  also  be  carried  out 
with aid of a  "follcw-up method". 
(Ill)  A  specific data base for  the  assessment  scheme  Is planned, with four 
sectIons:  nat  I on  a I ,  Ped  I p  progranrnes ,  f J  rms  ass  J  s ted  and  EEC 
businesses. 
The  analysis  of  the  Pedlp  In  terms  of  the  first-level  objectives  wl II  be 
carried out by  a  department  of the Ministry of Industry.  the GEP  (Research 
and Planning Office). 
The  analysis  In  terms  of the  second-level  objectives  and  the establishment 
of  a  large  part  of  the  Information  system  wl I I  be  carried  out  by  an 
external consultant who has  already been  selected by the Task Force. 
A  protocol  ·has  been  signed  with  the  Portuguese  National  Statistical 
Institute (INE)  for the supply of part of the  Information  to be  InclUded  In 
the  national  section  of  the  evaluation  system.  The  Comnr.mltles' 
Statistical  Office  Is  expected  to  contribute  to  the  Comnr.mlty  section  of 
the  Information system. 
From  31  July  1990,  the  consultant will  submit  to  the  Task  Force  quarterly 
reports  setting  out  the  results  of  the  assessment  of  the  second-level 
object  lves. 
The  Commission  representatives  on  the  Monitoring  Committee  will  If 
necessary  propose  any  add/ t lonal  Impact  stUdies  to  be  financed  from  the 
resources made  available to the Committee.  possibly  In relation to specific 
object  lves  (Impact  of  Pedlp  on  quality.  technological  lnnovat /on,  the 
environment etc.). -55-
No  overall picture of the  Impact of Pedlp  Is yet possible as  the major part 
of It was  not  launched until  1989  and  the  nav  measures  need  a  running-In 
period before their effects can be determined. 
As  an  lndlcat  Jon.  the follcwlng should be noted. ( 1) 
1  The  two  measures  under  Programme  1.  Basic  and  technological 
Infrastructure. which drav on  the additional budget he21:11ng  (facll.ltles 
for  Industrial  and  trade  associations;  support  for basic  services  and 
utilities) received  14  aAPIIcatlons. 
2  The  three  measures  In  Programme  2.  Vocational  training.  financed  from 
the aclclltlonal  he21:11ng  attracted 295 aAPIIcatlons for assistance. 
3  SINPEDIP  took  over  461  projects  from  other  Incentive  schemes  In  force 
In  1988  and attracted 2  504  applications:  28%  of  the  projects  and  79% 
of  Investments  concern  measure  2.  Investment  In  Innovation  and 
modernization:  measure  4.  Specific  Investment  In  capital  equipment. 
accounted  for  63%  of appllcat  Ions  represent lng  15%  of  Investments:  1 
'  552 projects have been  aAProved. 
4  For SIURE.  6  projects have been  assessed. 
5  The  restructuring of  the woollen  Industry  dreK  48  applications.  19  of 
whIch have been  approved. 
6  The  two  venture  capital  companies  SULPEDIP  and  NORPEDIP  have  received 
applications concerning 76 projects.  44 of which are still pending.  and 
contributions to eight projects have been decided. 
7  Programme  5.  Productivity drives.  attracted 405 projects.  156  of which 
have  been  approved.  Subprogramme  1.  Demonstration.  publicity  and 
promotion.  has  so far  taken  up  44%  of the  aid allocated and measure  1, 
Business  demonstration  scheme.  86%.  In  Subprogramme 2,  SUpport  for 
·productivity management,  It  Is  measure  3,  Aid for market  access.  which 
accounts  for  the  major  part  of  Investments  (87%  of the  total  for  the 
subprogramme)  and contributions  (57%). 
(1)  Figures  as at 31  December  1989. -56-
8  Progranme  6,  Industrial  quality  and  design.  has  received·  BB 
app II  catIons.  50  of whIch  have  been  approved;  48%  of app II  catIons  and 
83%  of subsidies relate to measure A.  Quality  Incentives  scheme. 
9  Under  Programme  7,  the  Information  s.vstem  for  the  management  of Pedlp 
has  been  Implemented,  and  the  p.;bl/clty.  avareness  and  Information 
programne  Is runnIng smoothly.  as Ped  I p  Is  nCJN  knc:JNn  and apprecIated l:1y 
many  busInesses •  whIch  are shewIng  theIr  Interest  l:1y  makIng use of  Its 
measures. 
Taking  the  analysis  a  little  further  and  applying  qualitative 
considerations,  within  the  narrCJN  time  constraints  already  mentioned,  It 
mttY  be noted that: 
(a)  the  sectoral  analysis  of  SINPEDIP  aids  shCJNs  some  diversification. 
Three  branches  (the  textile.  clothing  and  leather  Industries; 
non-metallic  minerals;  metal  products.  machinery  and  transport 
equipment)  have  received  almost  73%  of the  subsidies.  From  a  regional 
point  of  vlev,  the  districts  of  Porto  and  D'Avelro  are  contributing 
some  eo% of  Investment; 
(b)  for  the  venture  capital  companies.  13  of  the  24  projects  pending  In 
SULPEDIP  and  two  of  the  20  In  NORPEDIP  Involve  corporate  financial 
restructuring.  Even  In  these  cases.  projects  for  development  through 
lnnovat /on  or  modernlzat /on  have  been  submitted.  The  remaining 
projects all have  these  aspects of modernization or  Innovation; 
(c)  In  the case of Programme 5, Productivity drives.  the analysis criterion· 
Is more  the  type of entity Involved.  Almost  one  third of the subsidies 
granted  have  been  allocated  to  projects  submitted  l:1y  associations  of 
firms.  but  they  represent  scarcely  11%  of  the  total  cost  of projects 
registered.  By  contrast,  projects  submitted  l:1y  companies  account  for 
55%  of the aid. while  the cost  Is  around 82% of the  total.  The  nature 
of  the  costs  generated  by  the  operatIons  promoted  l:1y  fIrms.  some  of 
which  are  not  eligible.  accounts  for  this  difference.  It  should  be 
noted  that  most  of  the  proiects  submitted  l:1y  associations  come  under 
SUbprogramme  2.  Support  for  productivity management.  while  those  from 
firms  come  under  Subprogramme  1,  Demonstration,  p.;bllclty  and 
promotion.  As  far  as  the  sectoral  distribution  of  projects  Is 
concerned,  It  Is  the  manufacturing  of  metal  products.  machinery,  and 
transport  equipment  which  accounts  for  the  largest  number  of  firms 
receiving assistance  (38% of assisted firms  and 41%  of assistance - ST-
granted);  the  textile,  clothing  and  leather  Industries  and  timber  and 
'furniture  Industries  are  In  second  place  and  It  can  be  said  that 
applications are sectorally diversified; 
(d)  as  regards  Programme  6,  Industrial quality and design,  the  analysis  of' 
beneficiaries shavs  that 44% of applications were submitted l::ly  entitles 
providing  assistance  'for  Industry.  32%  by  associations  and  24%  by 
f'  I rms .  Broken  down  by  bUs I ness  sector.  It  Is  once  agaIn  the 
manufacture of' metal  products.  machinery,  and transport equipment which 
Is  the  most  active.  with  76%  of  projects.  From  a  regional  point  of 
vleN,  Lisbon  and Porto account for the  largest number  of' applications. 
As  an  overall  conclusion.  It may  be  said that  although  It  Is  premature  to 
present  Pedlp's  results  because  of'  the  short  time  that  has  elapsed  since 
the  launch,  the  number  of projects  submitted under  the  various  programmes 
and  the  amounts  earmarked for  them,  and  the  breakdown  by  sector,  Indicate 
that  Pedlp  Is  progressing  satisfactorily  and  that  no  major  problems  have 
arisen. -58-
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